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LICKED E
THE SULTAN
Albanians Whipped and Announce Submission.

not take Messrs, McNary and Allen
long to And out the true character of
the fellow.
Ward was known here as Charles
W. Ward. Why he changed hi name
has never been explained.
Actress Sanderson's Funeral.
May 18. The funeral of Sybl
Sanderson took place today at the
church of St. Honore D'Eylau and
v. as largely attended
by representatives of the operatic and theatrical
world.

Paris,

AT BULL; FIGHT
Accident

Killed

Qccurred-Ma- ny

ani
NYESTI6ATE

Injured.

MISSOURI

BOODLERS

here to go home, although he was
repeatedly furnished money by his
father to buy a ticket. The recipient
would Invariably gamble with the
money. It was stated the young fellow
was supplied with a railroad ticket
at four different times during the tast
three weeks by his father, who bad
secured him a position In the east.
The last time a ticket was sent and
a sum of money, the young man paw
ed the ticket and either gambled with
the money or spent It in riotous living.
This gambling habit is thought to
have been the cause of the quarrel
which resulted In two deaths. Young
Peterson was in the Palace saloon
some time dnrlng the night of the
tragedy. This Is known and Mrs. Fair- child Is said to- have been In front of
the saloon, and to have sent a mes
sage by a passer, for the young man
to come out, she remarking that "baby
Is ill" and he was wanted at home-- ,
but Peterson was not found in the
place.
The next morning the gentleman
to whom she Is reported to have spoken went to the morgue and was horror struck to see the same woman, he
says, lying dead.
Further inquest in the case will
be postponed until the arrival of Mr.
Pailchild.
The opinion is growing that Peterson committed both crimes, shooting
the woman because she refused to
give him money and then killing him
self to hide the crime.

TRAINMEN

AT DENVER
Notional Brotherhood Now
in Annual Convention..

President Roosevelt Enjoying Outing. Colorado, Oklahoma & Teias Rail
Wawano, Cat., May 18. President
road Incorporates.
Roosevelt and party arrived here at
11:45 o'clock and after luncheon left
&
for Raymond, where the president's
train awaited him.
The president THE MISSISSIPPI Oil ANOTHER RAMPAGE
In
spent last night in the vicinity of
Bridal Veil falH and Joined his party
London, May 18. A special
there shortly before 7 o'clock this
National not attempt to open any other line. .
Denver. May 18. The
dispatch from Madrid announces
May 18. Turkish strive to win every game and strength- morning.
Constantinople,
He is in splendid health
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen met
It was announced, however, that tha
that during a bull fight yesterday
officials observe much reserve regard- en their weak spots. With Ford and and very enthusiastic over his short
9 Barnum avenue line, on which the
hall
at
In
at
Coliseum
convention
Algeceria,
amphitheater
ing the details of the fighting which Rhodes to pitch, Stevens for receiver, outing.
at
the
,
rioting occurred yesterday, would be
o'clock this morning.
collapsed and twelve persons
occurred during the advance of the and a good Infield and fast outfield,
Between six and seven hundred del reopened for business during the aftertroops
were killed and fifty were injured.
SNOW 8TORMS
in Iquek, Albania,
,Turkl8h
can have the champion
egates were present when Grand Mas- noon. Sheriff Hawley will swear In
Several women and children were
which was occupied May 15. Several base ball team of New Mexico and Ari100 extra deputies during the day.
Very Heavy In Montana, Idaho and
ter Morrlseey rapped for order.
gored by bulls.
hundred Albanians are reported to zona for 1903.
Is
Utah.
private,
and
are
it
sessions
The
have been killed or wounded. AlbanThe dark skinned gentlemen of the
DENVER STRIKE.
expected they will last over two
Salt Lake, May 18. Heavy rain and
ians, it is declared, telegraphed to the Old Town Tigers played good ball, and
The Missouri Boodlera.
Weeks. The time today was taken up
Sultan announcing their submission put more life in their playing than did snow storms are prevailing throughout
St. Louis, Mo., May 18. State super- The trainmen have Over 8even Thousand Men Are Now
region. The snow
lu organizing.
and expressing their fidelity and readl- - some of their pale face companions. the
Out, Waiting for Arbitration.
schools, W. T. Carrlngton,
ntendent
of
Inconven
put
considerable
to
points
fall
is
at
some
been
ever
ness to accept the measures necessary
heaviest
the
Umpire Wynkoop officiated to the
grand
a
was
jury
the
before
witness
May
18. Announcement
Denver,
of
refusal
the
on
account
of
the
year,
recorded for so late In the
ience
for the pacification of Albania,
entire satisfaction of both teams.
boodle
striking draymen to haul their bag was made by the labor executive comHelena, Mont., reporting a fall of six investigation of legislative
score by innings follows:
The
STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS.
gage from the depot, but It was mittee that 110 stationery engineers
inches and Butte nearly a foot. Poca-tello- , (barges. He was examined as to his
It is said
Btated this matter would be adjusted had struck this morning.
and at points In northern knowledge In the use of money In conMen and Women Terrorizing People Tigers
110 Utah Idaho,
afternoon and the brotherhood It the strike Is not settled by Wednesand western Wyoming the fall nection with the passage or defeat of
this
0
Browns
in New York.
text book bill by the Missouri general
day the Western Federation of Labor
would then get their trunks.
has also been quite heavy.
New York, May 18. The police
RECEIVES THE NEWS.
assembly.
will call out 1,000 smelter men, comwere called out today to quell a riot
posing the union at Denver. BrickCIVIL SERVICE JOBS.
Agent Myers Returns.
Husband Found and on His Way to El
NEW RAILROAD.
FOURTH OF JULY.
street
at Broadway and Sixty-eigh- t
layers may go out tomorrow If arbiStation Agent F. L. Myers returned
Paso.
evidently
women,
where several
tration Is not reached. During tha
Incorporation
at
of
Filed
Articles
spent
Saturday
night
a
at
from
week
following
dispatch
was
received
The
strike sympathizers, had been Intimidmorning the general labor committee
Guthrie, Oklahoma.
by the El Paso Herald:
ating the men at work on the subway. A Few Government Situations as Im- Topeka and Wichita, Kansas. While
Guthrie. O. T.. May? 18. The Colo
at Topeka Mr. Myers attended a meet
"Trinidad. Colo., May 16. O. M. Labor Unions to Celebrate in Grand was in session awaiting the reply of
Stones were thrown indiscriminately
the state board of arbitration to It's
ing of the passenger traffic managers rado, Oklahoma & Texas railroad com Fairchild arrived in Trinidad this
and the women flashed huge stillettos.
migrant Inspector.
proposal made Saturday. Today will
pany
of
filed
Grounds.
today
articles
amended
at
Fair
Style
Fe,
meeting
which
of
at
Santa
the
morning
on
Colorado
Southern
women
the
were arrested.
Four of the
t
be spent In an effort to bring about
the spring time card schedules were Incorporation providing for the exten from Clarendon, Texas, in the Panhan
Two of them bad stillettos, one of
arbitration and no more unions will
closing of the sion of the proposed route to a total dle and left on the Santa Fe at noon
arranged.
After
the
which was two feet long.
OTHER SITUATIONS OFFERED.
be ordered out this afternoon.
Total
meeting he visited his parents at distance of 600 miles from Pueblo, for El" Paso.
ARRAN6EMENTS UNDER WAY.
7,065.
out
is
to
number
Capital
date
so much rain Colo., to Denlson. i Texas.
He
Wichita.
stated
that
"Fairchild knew nothing of the de
-TRAIN WRECK.
that the farmers stock, $2,500,000. The road, it ia said, tails of the horrible tragedy until he
:
The United States civil service com has fallen in Kansas put
Rock Slide on the Denver & Rio
Elks Opera House...,
111
City,
Kansas
be
a
feeder
of tin
In their spring
have been unable to
The glorious Fouth of July, the day ' Mayor C.
In
RanGrande Causes Trouble. .
-'
Meyers
Don
J.
and
F.
mission announces that on May 29th crops, The only material - change Mexico ft Orient railway and will arrived here. He had been merely
that is the pride of every small boy kin, a special committee of the Elks v
formed that his wife was dead,
Orand Junction, Colo., May 18.
there will be an examination for
meeting that cross the main line of that road at
made at the time-car"He is heart broken, but believes his and girl, and patriotic 'grown people left last night for Chicago. They go
The westbound passenger train No. 5, position of Immigrant Inspector in the
the will affect the trains running Into A! Wolf, Oklahoma.
as well, is to be fittingly observed in to purchase furniture, chairs, etc., for
wife to be Innocent."
on the Denver & Rio Grande, ran into' immigration service.
dally
flyer
buquerque
Is
will
that
Albuquerque by the labor unions of
the
comments,
Continuing
In
its
the
a rock slide near Palisades last night,
ANOTHER RISE.
the Elk opera house, which the local
2, for the position of Immi
On
be pulled off and Instead will run
this city.
Herald says:
killing Engineer George Stewart of grant June
lodge will erect on West Gold avenue.
inspector
Immigration
in
the
will
change
a
The
take
week.
Labor
twice
In
Reported
At a meeting of the Central
the Mississippi at La
There have been no new develop-merit- s
this place and Fireman W. A. Woods. service.
Strong is at present In
Contractor
place the first of June.
Crosse, Wis.
locally today In the double trag union committee held yesterday plans Denver purchasing certain supplies.
The mail car plunged Into the Rio
On June 9 and 10, for the position
La Crosse, Wis., May 18. For the edy of yesterday In which George M. were talked over and committees ap- On his return he will rush work on
Grande where it lies submerged, and of local
Runaway This Morning.
and assistant Inspector of
second time this year, the Mississippi Peterson and Mrs. Fairchild met pointed to take charge of the various the building, and hopes to have it
two baggage cars were telescoped.
The alley extending from the Cabi has risen so high at this point that death at the Ramona hotel. The bodies matters. It can tie stated right here ready for fall bookings.
Coaches and Pullman cars remained boilers In the steamboat Inspection
on the tracks and the passengers es- service. From the ellgibles resulting net "saloon on Railroad avenue to the the water has surrounded residences are still here.
that It Is going to be a celebration that
caped with a severe shaking up from this examination it Is expected Citizen office on Gold avenue, was the in the lower part of the city.
S. B. Gillette, formerly of Albuquer- will put all former ones In the shade
Hon. E. L. Bartlett, solicitor general
certification will be made to the scene of a short but fast and furious
The river has risen foot and a half que, but now of this city, had known by a large per cent. Then, again. It Is of the territory, has gone east on some
Stewart was one of the oldest engi- that
Inspector
of
of
steam
boilers
vessels
10:30
runaway this morning about
inside of forty eight hours and is still Mrs. Fairchild from girlhood.
neers of the Rio Grande. Woods came
to le held on Saturday, which is the business of territorial nature.
the district of Galveston, Tex., at o'clock. A large bay horse hitched to coming up.
here from Kansas City a month ago. for
He says that she was formerly Miss Fourth, and Sunday, too. Advertising
a salary of $1,200 per annum; inspec- a light buggy owned by J. B. Sals, re
Media Tyler; that she was a good girl matter will be sent all over the terriAN EMBEZZLER.
tor of boilers of steam vessels at Chi- siding on South Broadway, was left
was well thought of In Albuquer- tory and Into Arizona, setting forth
ABOUT
TRAGEDY.
MORE
and
BASE BALL.
cago, 111., eighth steamboat inspection near the rear entrance of the Cabinet
come
will
program
Bhe
that
que,
excellent
lived with her father the
where
district, at a salary of $1,800 per an while the driver and owner got some
when he knew her. She was a sales- off. and the railroads will make spec
num; assistant inspector of boilers of money changed. The horse became
woman there and Mr. Gillette believes ial rates for people all over the terri- En Route to Tennessee in Charge et
The Husband, 0. M. Fairchild, is Now that she met Mr. Fairchild while he tory, who will visit the Duke city on
Old Town Tigers Wallop the Browns steam vessels at New Orleans, La., at frightened at something and made
a scalary of $1,800 per annum; assistthe alley. He
an Officer.
was traveling through there as a drum- those days.
ant Inspector of boilers of steam ves turned west on Gold avenue but the
in El Paso.
to the Tune of 10 to 7.
mer.
The fair" grounds have been engaged
sels at Philadelphia, Pa., second steam turn was too short and the buggy up
She was married to Fairchild about from Manager Berry. There will be
boat Inspection district, at a salary of set. The horae has one blind eye and
two or three years ago, Mr. Gillette sports galore for the young and old
ARRESTED IN SOCORRO.
$1,800 per annum, and to other similar he swung around In the street on the
PETERSON'S BODY SHIPPED HOME.
CHAMPIONSHIP PROSPECTS.
says, when they went west and lo- and there will probably be something
vacancies as they may occur.
side of hlg good eye, seemingly try
Her father was a policeman for the fair women to participate In
cated.
On June 16 and 17, for the positions ing to get away from something he
Deputy Sheriff U. O. Thompson of
In Albuquerque when Fireworks will be set off in the even
and
of local and assistant inspectors of couldn't see. He was captured before
O. M. Fairchild, husband of the
Uncle Sam's weather man has not
passed
high
dis
Tenn.,
co.inty,
and
sky
McMahon
knock
will
ing
that
In the steamboat inspection serv doing much damage.
young
hulls
woman (nee Miss Media
Continued on page four.
been kind so far this season to those
morning
en
city
route
through
terri
sunshine
In
this
the
the
seen
ever
play
resulting
eligtbles
from
Tyler), killed in El Paso the
who play base ball and the fans who Ice. From the
to his home from Socorro. He bad
tory.
expected
is
that
it
examination
this
George
by
M.
day
other
Peterson,
witness the game. If he wants to hold
BACK TO CITY.
60NE TO ARIZONA.
The following are the committees with him as bis prisoner, F. A
will be made to the post
he killing himself also, passed
bis position he'd better let up. Every certification
by the general committee of Keopcke. alias F. A. Wakefield, ar
selected
Inspector of hulls of
tion
of
assistant
through the city last Saturday
game that has been played has had
rested at Socorro by Sheriff Baca of
arrangements:
a
Va.,
sal
at
steam vessels at Norfolk,
night, reaching El Paso Sunday
wind and sand thrown In to the dis ary of $1,600 per annum; inspector of
Socorro county, charged with erabes-zlemen-t.
Massey,
Kline,
Robert
T.
Finance
morning.
Dr. Jones Visited Principal Southern
Ward
Passed
Commissioner
Field
comfort of the players and spectators
one
with
Hopkins,
H. H. Wynkoop and
hulls of steam vessels at Chicago, 111
alike. Yesterday was no exception
Keopcke Is an expert telephone man
member to be named from the machin
a salary of $1,800 per annum; as
at
Districts.
Mining
Arizona,
to
Through
and the way the wind blew and the
was manager of the Athens, Tenn.
and
of
the
Votaw
Treasurer
union.
SOME
MORE
FACTS.
ists'
slstant Inspector of hulls of steam ves
sand flew was a fright. Notwithstand- sels at Philadelphia, Pa., at a salary
Central union was named as treasurer Telephone company. While in charge
Peterson Had the Gambling Habit
ing all of this atmospheric disturbance of $1,800 per annum, and to other slml
of the company's business he appro
of the committee.
MINING INTEREST ACTIVE.
May Have Quarreled.
and
W0RKIN6 FOR WORLD'S FAIR.
a pretty good game was played.
priated about $700 of the company's
Overmeyer,
Berry,
Arrangements
may
occur.
they
as
lar vacancies
El Paso News, May 16.
The Old Town Tigers went to bat
funds for his own use. He left TennesFaber,
Dye,
Myers,
Steward,
McGee,
On June 16 and 17, for the position
No startling development have been
first and lit upon Rhodes, the Las Ve of deck officers in the coast and grad
see on short notice and came to New
Kline,
Westerfeld,
Ael.
A.
Dr. f .
Jones, who is In the em made today In the investigation of the
gas boy pitching wonder, for several uate survey, salary $60 per
Field Commissioner William 8.
Mexico. He arrived at Socorro on the
the
Massey,
of
Reception
President
month.
ploy of the government, gathering sta
hits and two Tigers crossed the home
Persons who desire to compete for tistics for a census of the mining re deaths of Mrs. O. M. Fairchild and Ward, of the department of mines and Central Labor union and the presi- fifth of January, but before gs)ng
George M. Peterson, the couple who metallurgy of the St. Louis fair, who
Albuquerrubber. This was enough for Rhodes these position should at once apply to
dents of each of the local unions af- there spent several days in
Mexico, has returned were killed In
the Ramona hotel on has been up to
que.
and he gave way to young Ford, the the United States civil service com sources of New
members.
honorary
filiated,
consulting
and
Fe
Impor
Santa
North Stanton street yesterday mornQuaker doctor's son, who pitched the mission, Washington, D. C, for appli from a trip to a number of the
While at Socorro Keopcke was ia
mining districts of the southern ing at an early hour.
Governor Otero about New Mexico's
remaining
eight innings for the cation forms and special forms, which tant
employ of the 8ocorro Telephone
the
program.
Entertainment (Sporting
1 ne
Browns. That young Ford is the clev should be properly executed and filed part of the territory. Dr. Jones visited
husband of the dead woman exhibit, was In this city some little prizes, etc.) Berry, 8klnner, Francis, company. He Is a tall, intelligent,
Santa
Burro
Rita. Fierro.
mountains telegraphed last night that he would time Saturday evening.
gentlemanly appearing man and this
erest ball pitcher in the territory to- with the commission.
Mogollon, Gold Hill, LordBburg and
Mr. Ward stated he was well pleased Pegan. Wynkoop. Lehew, Kline.
on the Santa Fe train
morning wore a dark suit of fashionaday goes without saying, and had he
arrive
here
Johnson,
Advertising Hening, Beal,
the vicinity of Hachlta.
Sunday morning from Clarendon, Tex- with the outliok for the New Mexico Wynkoop, Roberts, Strother, Black, bly made clothing. He gave high
had proper support the Browns would
Venomous Charles Gates Ward.
gold district, the
In
Hillnboro
the
as
as
soon
New
exhibit,
and
Mexico's
as, to take chage of the remains.
living as the cause of his trouble.
have won the game.
Charles Gates Ward, who conducts doctor says, everything points to
Steward. Dunning, Pancoast, Wilson.
reHe gave the undertakers strict in commission is appointed he will
The Browns weakest spot Is at short the Albuquerque columns of the Las veritable boom to occur In the near
Kline,
Berry,
Faber,
Refreshments
many
FANATICS KILLED.
top and this has been demonstrated Vegas Optic and who writes like he
to allow no one to see the turn and meet them. There are every Selgler, Schoenecker.
The Burro mountain district structions Many
things, he continued, that are
Yesterday Charlie has some kind of a grievance against future. coming
people
lin every game.
remains.
who
at
called
Fireworks The president, vice pres Colonel Taylor Battles with Small
to the front as a cop
Is fast
day sights to your people but which
s
of the chances the Citizen, was here yesterday, re
Vorhes, In
Bands in the Philippines.
of the
per producing camp. It Is becoming the morgue today were refused admis- are full of interest to others.
ident and secretary-treasure- r
he had, failed to make good. His turning north last night. Ward Is mad a very active camp. The Alessandro sion. The morbidly curious came In a
Manila, May 18. Col. Taylor wltk
your old San Electrical Workers' union.
reproduce
might
You
throwing was weak and his mind because this office would not enter Copper company, large holders of steady stream all day yesterday and
a force of constabulary, defeated sevMore details later.
Miguel church at Santa Fe, and other
seemed clouded when he had the ball tain a proposition to give him employ property In
eral bands of fanatics In tne interior
camp, are now install- even until an early hour this morn- historic things of which the territory
the
ing. The watchman employed at the
He has the reputation of being a fine ment, when he called and stated that ing a fifty ton leaching plant.
of Cebu Island May 14, killing twenty
BRIDGEPORT 8TRIKE.
agrieducational,
full.
Your
Is
chuck
ball player and has done some remark ne was dissAtisned with his job on
and wounding several. Few of the
The recent rise In silver is causing parlors Btated that he could not get cultural and mining Interests will also
able work on the local diamond. You the Democrat. He is also the same In much activity in the Mogollon country. to sleep before 3 o'clock on account
Today
constabulary were wounded. LieutenSituation
Deputies
The
Sworn
about.
your
talked
territory
will have to brace up Mr. Vorhes, or dividual that wrote scurrilous aritcles The Cooney mine In that district is of the people who sought to be shown makemagnificent resources of coal and
In to Preserve Order,
ant Walker is missing. The fanatics
The
you will be counted what the fans call a'l uncalled for, about Las Vegas peo being worked Heartily and shipments the remains of the dead couple.
Bridgeport, Conn., May
view repeatedly charged the constabulary
up.
showed
be
also
Iron
should
a "has been." Charlie Quler, the la pie, when he was on the Democrat of ore from !t go out quite regularly.
The body of the young man will be
Ward was connected of yesterday's serious rioting, in which line.
dies' favorite, made some queer mis because they had the audacity to put Some new strikes In the Lordsburg shipped tomorrow nlht to his former ' Commissioner
men were more or less in
the Colotado commission, his thirty-twPolice Court.
takes In the center garden, too. But in their claims for the military pout end Gold Hill districts are stimulating home at Amherst, Wis. Undertakers with
Jured, the ofdcials of the Connecticut
In Denver, at the Columbeing
home
Six were before Judge Crawford this
then Charlie surprised the ball once without first securing his permission both prospectors and Investors anil the Nagley & Carr received Instructions bian exposition at Chicago, and has Railway and Lighting company made
drunk, two for
or twice by hitting It, and all U fur Since being on the Optic, almost country is becoming quite lively.
this morning from the father of the served at two Paris expositions. At no effort to start cars on their lines morning. Two being
language
using
and two for
scurrilous
given. It is dollars against doughnuts every Issue has reaked with spite ar
Dr. Jones says that the general ac- young man.
the last one he was assistant director. In this city today, preferring to wait fighting. The judge gave them the
with a good playing short stop and
ticles from Ward against The Citizen tivity is evident In almost every minThe statement that the young man
until the question of police protection usual dose.
little elixir of life injected Into Char and it is quite evident he is getting
O. M. Robinson, president and trees-In- wag decided. All was quiet about the
ing section he has visited, showing was a gambler and a high liver Is be-- 1
lie Quier's anatomy that tue Browns side rake-of- f
from somebody to do the there has been a big revival the past
corroborated on all sides.
He urer of the Charter Gas Engine corn- city early this morning.
Thomas Hughes and wife left this
can whip any team today in New Mex dirty work. He Is capable of every year and that New Mexico is rapidly seemed to be infatuated with the pany. Sterling, 111., passed through the
At 11 o'clock the company started morning for a two weeks outing on
Icq or Arizona.
So let the Browns thing charged against him, and it will coming to the front.
young woman and would not leave city for southern California last night. cars on the line to Stratford but did the upper Pecos.

THE STRIKE SITUATION IN NEW YORK

Wreck on Denver

RIo

GrandePresident

Still In California.
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BRIDGEPORT STREET RAILWAY STRIKE

Strike Situation at Denver. Fanatics Killed
the Philippines.
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HIE ALBrQIfEHQt'K DAlLi C1T1ZKN. MONDAY, MAY IS
inclusive. The commenceAre you a May
at 11
sufferer from ment sermon was preached
lost of Appetite, o'clock yesterday morning by fr. C. E.
I. likens. Today the tenniH tournament
Sour tomach,
will be held at 8 a. ra.. the field day
Indigestion,
exercises from 3 to 5 p. m., batalllon
Constipation,
parade from 6:30 to 6 p. m , and the
Insomnia or Mai
club reception at 8:30 p. m. On Tuesaria, Fever and day the competitive drill will begin
Ague.
at 9:30 a. m., the baseball game from
ant lo be 2 to 4:30 p. m.. batallion drill from
nnd
riinv1? Then B to 6 p. m.,
and sorlitv celebration
I'liinmet'CF Inking Ihe H111, is at 8 p. m. The commencement exerHt nee It
nl.
vp y cures cises will be held at 1i a. m. Wednesday. The valedlctorinn Is B. M.
these niln
A tripl wl cm
of Santa Fe, and the annual
Thomas
you
vlnre
address will be delivered by Colonel
R. E. Twltchell
The cadets will be
all deliberations, they gay will be: dismissed by noon and the final ball
"No quarter given; no quarter asked." will be held at 9
o'clock that evening.
The possibility of arbitration will not The affirmative debaters are J. F.
An
Increase
erter Into the question.
Crumpacker and B. I.. Sheridan, and
of wages will not be considered for the negative debaters are E. A.
one moment. Combines that have leen
and H. H. Howell. The declaimable to pay 50 per cent, on the money
are L. Sllnkard and W. E. Talbot.
ed
to
meet
afford
labor
can
rot
Invested
The chief marshal Is I.. M. Brownell
with a 5 per cent Increase In salary, and the marshals are
P E. Pruit. A.
and should the employed assert their Rirle, J. W. Chaves and
F. R. Cran-dall- ,
right and strike, they are to be kicked
all of next year's class. The
off the earth.
graduating class numbers four and
Organized capital seems to have
consists of E. R. Bowie of Gallup. Fritz
overlooked that great doctrine of Brueggemann
of Raton, B. M. Thomas
tqnality of all men and they are now of Santa Fe, and
Bruno Totzek of
bcklng to oppress, coerce and suppress
Roswell.
those who have assisted In making
their great wealth possible. They
When you want a pleasant physic
have overlooked the fact that the try Chamberlain's Stomach and I.iver
union is perhaps all that the laboring Tablets. They are easy to take and
man has. It Is his club, his social or- pleasant in effect. For sale by all
ganization where he meets and greets druggists
his friends, where be discusses the
o
small affairs of life, and where he can
A Young Cowbcy Hurt.
In time of need assert that
Jack, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
right of a human being that has al- Bruton,
suffered a serious accident
most ben reduced to a beast of bur- Wednesday,
while at work with cattle
will
as
den. And because the union
near
San
He was thrown
Antonio.
sist in the fight for the rights for a from his horse, one of his feet refew of their number, the combinations
maining fast In the stirrup, and was
of capital have decreed that he shall
not exist. These combinations have kicked and trampled fearfully. When
that one
overlooked the fact that even In his he was rescued It was found
In four places.
legs
subdued condition.the spirit of Ameri of hisyoung was broken
m:in will suffer a stiff leg.
canism still exists in his breast. He The
if he does not lose it. Doctors Swisher
will not submit to outrages, nor will
of this city, and Bacon of San Antonio
he accept that which the man of noti
case. So
ons may cast from his back door were called to attend the
corro Chieftain.
and mekly depart, satisfied that he is
allowed to encumber the earth. The
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
laboring man la willing to meet the adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
capitalist half way, and even two- - hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
thirds of the way in order that diffi
culties may be avoided and disputes
Japanese ana unina matting In all
settled.
Before the millionaire em grades st Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
ployers take the step that means a avenue.
conflict betwean labor and capital, let
PROFE8IONAL CARDS
them take into consideration the con
sequences, for it is juBt such acts and
DENTI3T8.
organizations as the one started in
New York that breed socialism and
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 6.,
makes possible a victory for social
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
ism, and to avoid such a calamity to Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
the country, It Is the Interest of every N. M. Both 'Phones.
employer, large or small, to Intercede
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
for the laboring man and for capital
N. T..Armijo building, room 2. Office
itself.
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p
A. A. Herrcn, of Finch. Ark., writes. m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best ma). Automatic 'phone 157; Old
"
prepartlon for coughs, colds and lung phone 62.
trouble. I Know that It has cured conEdmund J. Alger, D. O. 8.
sumption In the first stages." Alvarado 8u6 Railroad
:
Office hours,
avenue.
Pharmacy,
a. mfl to 12:34 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 5 p. m
17-2-
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1LABEL

does not stop to consider the deeper
meaning of enforced cessation of Industry. But ihe results are certain to
come. In reduced purchasing power,
timid capital, lost markets.
MEXICO AND MONEY.
The railroads of Mexico seem to be
In a bad way financially on account
of silver and there Is now a scramble
on to avert the ruin that Is staring
these concerns in the face. The annual report of the Mexican Central
shows that almost constantly depre-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY ciating currency has brought the Mexican railroads lo the verge of a grave
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY CF ALBUQUERQUE financial crisis.
Modern Mexico, In commenting upon
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches the situation, declares that the continuance of a
dollar would mean
Largest City and County Circulation speedy
bankruptcy
for the Mexican
Mexico
Circulation
The Largest New
annual report and
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation railroads. In the to,
editorial referred
the Idea Is held
Copies of this paper mar be found on out that the only hope Is In govern1
ment aid In establishing an arbitrary
at Washington In the office of our
E. O. Slager. 111 rate of exchange which will give the
7Mlal correspondent,
N. Vr., Washington D. C.
t
railroads the benefit of a
stable dollar. There Is no conceal
Terms of Subscription.
ment of the fact In financial and railDaily, by mail, one year. In adroad circles that the situation has for
vance
$5.00
some time been considered grave.
60
Dally, by mall, one month
The annual report says that through
60
Dally, by carrier, one month
the depreciation of the Mexican peso
30
Daily, by carrier, one week
during 1902, the Mexican Central suf8.1!)
Weekly, by mall, one year
fered a net loss In revenue amount
The Dally Citizen will be delivered ing to $786,964.94. United States curla the city at the low rate of 20 cents rency. This resulted In a net deficit
awr week, or for 60 cents per month, to the company amounting to $964,-40when paid monthly. These rates are
74, United States currency.
Had
less than those of any other dally pa- the average price of the Mexican dol
ver In the territory.
lar during 1902 been the average price
of 1901, the company would have
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on shown a surplus amounting to $272,- The Citlten by notifying us immedi- 562.20 over and above the charges of
ately of any
of the pa- the year. This loss Is at the rate of
per.
$5,859.53 for every cent depreciation
in Mexican currency.
y

R003EVELT

ON EXPANSION.

In one of his San Francisco ad
dresses
President Roosevelt gave
more attention to the subject of ex
pansion than In any other speech of
his present tour. Although a man of
broad, western spirit, whose course
has ben directed for years by a sense
of a national greatness and Individual
oppot unities, Mr. Roosevelt seems to
American tourists this year will have especially Inspired by the Im
spend $100,000,000 abroad, of which mensity of the country and
tresteamship companies get nearly one- - mendous force In the order of its
nations
third.
when he reached the Pacific coast.
He summed up the prospective Impor
King Edward has ordered a barrel tance of the Pacific and the relations
of whisky from Kentucky. The Kan- of the United States to It In these
sas City Star recalls the fact that words:
among his two or three dozen titles
"Now In o.ir day the greatest of
no is also a colonel.
all the oceans, of all the seas, and the
last to be used on a large scale, by
No sooner had all the newspapers civilized man, bids fair to become in
of Las Vegas merged than a new its turn the first in point of Impordaily appeared and monopoly is no tance.
Our mighty republic
has
nearer than ever. The El Paao Times stretched far across the Pacific and
ays that no newspaper field can ever now In California, Oregon and
Wash
be cornered for long at a time.
ington. In Alaska and Hawaii and the
Philippines, holds an extent of coast
According to a census bulletin re line which mukeB It of necessity a
cently Issued, the cotton crop of 1902 power of the first class on the Pacific
foots up 10,630,945 bales of 600 pounds The extension in the area of our dowith some additions yet to be made main has been Immense, the extenbefore the cotton year ends in August sion in the area of our Influence even
The total crop of 1902 is larger than greater. America's geographical posithe crops of 1901. 1900 and 1899, by tion on the Pacific is such as to Insure
from 6 to 14 per cent.
our peaceful domination of Its waters
lu the future. If onle we grasp with
The young counties of Otero and sufficient resolution the advantages of
Quay, in New Mexico have before this position. We are taking long
them expensive trials as the result of strides in this direction; witness the
killings at dives where women were cables we are laying and the great
lures. Civilization ought to dispense steamship lines we are starting. We
with such traps says the El Paso have taken the first step toward dig
Herald, which cost so much to tax ging an isthmian canal which will
payers, to say nothing of the lives make our Atlantic and Pacific coast
that are lost.
lines to all Intent and purpose con
tinuous, and will add Immensely alike
The Pennsylvania libel law, which to our commercial and our military
went Into effoct a few days ago by and naval strength.
The Inevitable
the signature of Gov. Pennypacker of march of events gave us the control
that state, is In some respects an ex- of the Philippine Islands at a time so
treme measure, which It Is believed opportune that It may without Irreverwill work Injustice to newspapers In ence be called providential."
many Instances. It seems to be retrogressive rather than In line with
LABOR AND CAPITAL.
the development of newspapers and
Indications point toward a conflict
obthe utilization of modern means of
between capital and
In the near
taining information from many differ- future, and a conflict labor
the end of which
ent parts of the world.
no man can predict.
The employers of New York City
The last Pennsylvania legislature have organized, and the first thing
made a law permitting any city which done was to declare war on all labor
owns Its water plant to sell to a pri unions. This declaration was followed
vate company. Since then the promo- by similar actions In Boston and Chiters and agnts bave been going around cago and It is expected that the em
the state looking for plants to buy. ployers In all the big cities will come
Among other cities approached was In to fight the man who earns his
If cKesport. The water commissioners bread by the sweat of his brow.
of that town have Issued a statement
According to telegraphic dispatches,
in reply, showing that it made a net billionB of capital will be pitted
profit of $47,887.68 from Its plant last against labor, for the purpose of
year; that It has an abundance of crushing the spirit of Independence
water and the cheapest service of any which has always been recognized as
third-clas- s
city In the state. The Me Btrlctly American and to bring Ameri
Keen port plant Is not in the market.
can labor down to the level of the
serf and flunky of Europe. The claims
Strikes are generally wrong and of the unions have been declared ex
wasteful. There are times when they cesslve and unreasonable, even to the
are the only way, perhaps, to secure organization iteelf. The keynote of
redress. Just as revolution sometimes
supersedes law and Is justified by the JEMEZ A. &ULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
world's sense of true justice. But by
reason of their economic waste, and Carrieb the U. . man; only line with
the Immense and irrecoverable Injury a change of stock en route; good rigs,
always worked to Innocent persons. horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
they should be put aside as arguments que every day in the week, except
in a dispute, and used only as weapons Sunday, at 5 a. m. For particulars
la a war. Strikes are even taken In address W. U Trimble &. Co., agents
BLOCK, pro
port sometimes, and looked upon as Albuquerque, or J.
vacations. The average worklngman prietor, Jeniez, N. M.
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Ayers
WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

Hair Vigor

THE

Stops falling hair. Makes

hair grow.

Restores

great ways.
Sold for 60 vears. ?.vv,;-

o

Wanted for Embezzlement.
F. A. Wakefield was arrested by
Sheriff Leandro Baca Sunday morning
on receipt of a telegram from Nash
ville, Tenn., stating that he was wanted In that city by the Cumberland
Telegraph and Telephone Co., for em
bezzlement. An officer from Nash
ville was expected to arrive this morn
ing with the necessary
requisition
papers to take Wakefield into custody.
Socorro Chieftain.

462.

niu.

Appointments

made

b

Bernard .. Kodey

Albuauerque.

ATTORN

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

-

ATTORNEY-AT-1.AW-

.

ALBUQUEBQUb,

N,

M.

A SANTA

FE RAILWAY

When Bre we to have that electric
road?
Made Yt,ung Again.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each nlghi for two weeks has put me
In my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Tur
ner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
best In the world for liver, stomach
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
gripe. Only k5c at all druggists.

J.

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 188.)

The Union
Market

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

107 West Gold Avenue.

ABSTRACTS OF TITL6E TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES lAIB
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR REHDRNTS
AND NON RESIDENTS.

WM. GOETTING A CO., Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled
Sausage making a specialty.

MANAGER OF

JOE RICHARDS,

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone Ut,

CIGARS

fnrtrfrtrictrtB

1136 West Railroad Avenue.
Old Phone 69
New Phone 152.
Residence, New Phone 353.

...J. W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

Albuqueraue Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL. Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Orade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE

Roller Mills and Elevator

N

M. Prompt attention (riven to all business
pertaining to tne proression. win prac
tlce In all courta of the territory and be
fore the United States land office.

OF

M. S. OTERO, President
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashla.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. A R NOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL

a

18

LAWYERS.

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Ood-glve-

Telephone

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

color. Cures dandruff.
Could you ask anything
more? And it's so economical, too. A little of

it goes

BANK

Open Day and Night.

Ira M. Bond
42

F street

N. W..

Washington.
Pensions. Innda, pat
enta. copyrights, cavlata, letters patent
trade marks, claims.
I). C.

Get Your

Summer Salt

William D. Lee
Office, room 7, N
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
bvlldlna;.
Armljo
T.
Will practice In aJ
opiates and can safely be given to the courts of the territory.
children. Alvarado Pharmacy.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-L.AAlbuquerque. K
MILITARY INSTITUTE.
M. Office, First National Bank building.

Made

at

WILLIAM

Invitations

received to Fifth Annual
Frank W. Clancy
Commencement.
ATTONEY-AT-LArooms 1 and 8, N
Handsome and attractive Invitations T. Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
have been received here to the fifth
E. W. Dobson
annual commencement of the New ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwel
Mexico Military Institute at Roswell, block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle
when a ATTORNEY-AT-T.AW- .
Cromwell block
s
(

c

v

r

woman

is

nervous her
imagina

f

PHYSICIANS.
Di. J, E. Bronton

fantastic
and threat- Room IT. Homeopathic Physician.
Whltlna Bloc'
ening
shapes to
MUSIC.
the most fa
miliar ob
See Jos. A. Blondln, Manager Aljects.
By day varado Trio for music for receptions.
she starts in fear
etc. Headquarat every sudden, muslcalee, &banquets,
ters, Hall
Learnard.
or unfamiliar
By

0

THE TAILOR

Albuquerque. N. M.
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Albuquerque

Dffi'' Early Risers
The famous little pills.

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
THE JOHN BEOKEK CO , Props.

BELEN, N. M

1903

1882

night the furniture of her room
takes on affrighting forms
of ghost or gob Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heektn & Co.'s Coffees,
lin. You can t
reason with the
Granite Flour.
nerves. Neither
logic nor love
Staple and Fancy Groceries
can quiet ther.i.
?14 South Second Street.
Thev must lie
nourished and then the outcry of the
nerves will cease as naturallv as a hunHllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
gry child ceases to cry when fed.
Earth.
For nervous women there is no better
tonic and nervine than Dr. Pierce's FaFree Delivery
O.ders Solicited.
vorite rrescription
It cures the dis-

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.
's

eases which produce nervousness
in
women, irreRularity, debilitating drains,
tnnaiiuii iiiun. ulceration
and female
weaklier
It iranqmlizes the nerves,
encoiires the appetite, and induces refreshing sleep

not abl- 10 t.,n.l 011 my irci itu minutes at s
lime." wriui Mr. Mutlir n,rrataile. 0f ,,.
bpnng street N;,hville Ttnu -- Had lulling
ol ulrru
iH liiln-- v ami livri ilitrate. and was
so wra. sin) nervous I coul.l no keep
.till
Would take nervous sill. and almost die
at
timet 1 hi: severs! different doctors attending, but 1 hey foul not il.i m suy good. The
I
last one had mid I would uever get up again
Told him thai I was taking your Favorite Prescription ami ;ol.!eu Mi dies I Discovery ' and
h. said. Mik.Hl jn.t a. well lake that much
watel each "lie Hut I Ih'.uuht I would give toe
medicine a lair trwl Iif,,re I hail hniNhrd th.
first two Ix.ttl-- s I
nl.lr to get outside t
house an I wu.lt around ihe yard I kept on
taking the
and they cured mi

Vt. Pierce's Pellets cure biliousness.

?m

m3Uii!

(iiirii

Ht.tf

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

Staple and
Fancy Groceries
206

Cheap California Trip

WEST

AVENUE
KAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.

In rullniiin Tourist Sleeper daily oil List tniin, w ith pleasant, people
Save money ii.i'l travel ciiii!iirt..li!y.
Personally conducted
txcursiiip in i haru of .xpcricnccij neiit, tri-- cekl'

PIONEER BAKERY

lrtQuirt of local stent

Successor to Balling Bros.
To

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
baking.
s
guarantee
Albuquerque, N.
t07 S. First St.,

M

u

8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.

U

first-clas-

M.

tea

J

San

i'a .'.V..
rnuKt-iC-

tWWtg

Vou will
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v

.we

fit.
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Railroad Topics
TURNED DOWN BY ORDERS.
Grievance Committee Did Not Sustain Striking Switchmen.
Switchmen In the El Paso & Southwestern yards have applied to the
grievance committee of the Order of
Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, the train
orders of the city, for a hearing of
grievances.
Trainmaster Brown had a conference with the men and some of them
went towork.
A reporter of the El Paso News called upon F. H. McMahan, chairman of
the general grievance committee of
Southwestern railroad,
the El Paso
and T. H. Purcell, chairman of the
grievance committee of the Order of
Railway Conductors, of the same road.
Both gentlemen made the following
statement: The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors are working In perfect harmony with the management of
El Paso & Southwestern and there has
been no grievance of any kind presented to us as chairmen of the two
grievance committees."
Two or three switchmen saw fit to
declare a strike on the road, as Individuals. The Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen would like It known
that there Is no strike existing on the
above road and any Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen or Order of Railway Conductors man wishing to go to
work may do so without any reflection
being cast upon him.
Two of the Btrikers were members
of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.

3 cents a mile for wages. One
day when him an' me was on the train
she got away on one o' them mountain grades, and the first thing we
knowed she was flyln' down the track
at alout ninety miles an hour, with
nothln' In sight but the ditch an' the
happy huntln' grounds when we come
to the end. I twisted 'em down as
hard as t could all along the tops, and
then, of a sudden, I see Mike crawlln'
along toward the end of one of the
cars on all fours, with his face the color of milk. I thought he was gettln'
ready ti jump, an' I see his finish if
be did.
""Mike,' says I, 'you'll be killed.
Don't jump!'
"He clamps his fingers on the run-nlboard to give him a chance to
turn around, and, lookin' at me contemptuously, answers:
'"Jump, Is It? Do yez think I d be
afther Jumpln', an' me maktn' money
as fast as I am?' "

train at

.

Cures When Doctors Fail.
Mrs. Frank Chlasson, Patterson, La.,
writes June 8th, 1901: "I had malaria
fever in very bad form, was under
treatment by doctors, but as soon as I
stopped taking their medicine the
fever would return. I used a sample
bottle of Herbine, found it helped me.
Then bought two bottles, which completely cured me. I feel grateful to you
for furnishing such a splendid medicine, and can honestly recommend
it to those suffering from malaria, as
it will surely cure them " Herbine,
ooc at J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

NOTES.

Engine No. 377 was turned out of
the local shops yesterday and Is again
ready for duty.
A. Barmann, connected
with the
coast lines water service, was here
from Los Angeles.
S. D. Lucas, head bookkeeper for B.
Lantry & Son, at Belen, was an Albuquerque visitor Sunday.
The new San Marclal depot will
probably be dedicated by a grand ball,
attended by the railway people from
every station on the division.
D. D. Franklin, with the Santa Fe at
San Bernardino, Is in the city visiting
friends and relatives. He expects to
remain some time.
Contractor J. A. Harlan, of San Marclal, was in El Paso seeking carpenters to rush along the new Sar Marclal depot. He Is offering them $4 per
day.
Engineer C. P. Mosbach Is enjoying
a visit from his mother and two sisters and a brother, who are here from
Toledo, Ohio. They expect to remain
during the summer.
Charles Watllngton, conductor on
the Rlncon-Sllve- r
City run, has gone
to Pittsburg to attend the annual meeting of the Order of Railway Conductors. Mrs. Watllngton bears him company.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Britton left for
New York. After a short stay there
they will sail for Lancashire, England,
for a visit with relatives. Mr. Britton
is a machinist employed at the local

hills but was overtaken by two deputy
sheriffs, who had to shoot at the fleeing man twice before he would surrender. The deputies brought the man
to the county Jail In this city tonight
about 10 o'clock, under a strong guard.
The man could speak but very little
English and refused to talk when an
Interpreter was furnished. He gave
his name as Huestlnl Garibaldi. The
name of the man he killed could not be
learned. The mines at the Majestic
paid off this afternoon, so that the
miners, who are mostly Italians, could
attend the funeral of the little child
of one of their countrymen. After
the funeral the men were drinking considerable and three of them went to
a cabin, where the quarrel arose which
When ths
resulted in the killing.
news of the killing got about camp
the other Italian miners became greatly Incensed and tried to take the pris
oner away from the deputy sheriffs
and the guard for the purpose of
lynching him. The deputies secured
team and a wagon and left camp
with the prisoner while the quard was
standing off the crowd.

..Albuquerque' 'o Largest Gtore..

Hfin)g

Unquestionably the most interesting sale ot this class of merchandise ever held In
the city. We quote here the regular prices, also the sale prices. Read carefully,
then you can readily see the great values we offer, for we are determined to close out
this department in order to have room for other goods.

Men's Clothing

Men's Night Shirts

Men's Shoes

matter how well you are
supplied with clothing you
can't afford to pass these specials without invetigatlng their
value. Never again can you
get the value received for the
money Invested.
Regular $10.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Good quality muslin, made nicely
and trimmed very neat, regular 85c

Men's Box Calf Shoes, regular
$3.60 value. Sale Price. $2.70

No

What Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
Answer: It Is made from a prescrip
tion of a leading Chicago physician,
and one of the most eminent In the
country.
The ingredients are the
purest that money can buy, and are
scientifically combined to get their ut
most value. Alvarado Pharmacy.

$2.29.

Men's Wash Suits
Men's Linen Color Duck Suits,

Regular $15.00 Suits, Sale Price,

hops.

t--

$10.50.

Regular $18.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Men's Jewelry

Men's Trousers

$12.70.

Regular $20.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Trousers you'll need to go with
your odd coats and vests. At this
sale you buy two yalrs equally as
good for the same money as you
pay for one pair.
$1.55
$2.00 Trousers for
2.10
$2.50 Trousers for
2.55
$3.50 Trousers for . . . ;
2.95
$4.00 Trousers for
3.40
$4.60 Trousers for
3.85
$5.00 Trousers for

$15.75.

Men's Straw Hats
Regular $1.60 grade, anywhere you go, made of that
kind of straw which does not
chip easily, Sale Price

$f.OO

Gold

Plated Collar Buttons,
regular 15c each, Sale Price,
5c each.

Cuff Buttons, regular price 60o
per pair, Sale Price, 23c pair.

Shirt Studs, in sets, gold and
pearl, regular price 60c a set,
Sale Price, 18c a

set

300 - 302 - 304 - 306 - 308 - 310 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

..Dates of tale Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during month
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limits November 30, 1903.
8topover within limit of ticket soutk
and west of Barstow.

$55.00
35.00

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
35.00
East 8an Pedro
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

For further Information call

F. L.Myers,
IV-

at ticket office

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

MEN AfiDWfldlEN.
h't7. W ffii

I

Subscribe for The Citizen,

ffbJJ

Ml ! .Irtittur.
uf nturoUM niutiriiif
Trr mi ('oatacton
PiiilnM, iiml not aititn
ffTaVHE Ivans Chemicai Co. ffHDt or

ADVERTISE

TIME TABLE

Mold by EtrairsUts,
or wnl lo plft' wrapper,
hf ei prom, prnpaiil, fur
I 00, or S bottlr
U.7H.
CtrcaUr Mat on routmt

DeWltt's

Salve

For Pllaa, Bums, Sores.

Railroad Time Tables
Denver

&.

Rio

Grande System

SANTA FE BRANCH.
Tims Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April
East Bound

1, 1903.)

West Bound

No. 428
9:00 anLv... Santa Fe...Ar
11:00 am
Espanola.. ..
Embudo
1:05 pm

No. 425

In BAdctrNovem'isr

IN
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ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7. ilex. & Cal. Express. .10:06 p.nt
No. 3, California Limited.... 10: 40
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. S, Atlantic Express
8:30
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:08 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10
LEAVES QOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited .....11:69 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:46 p.m.
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16p.m.
11 : 00 a.m.
No. 8, California Limited
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 8 from the west.
The No. 8 and No. 4 art ths limited

.....
....

N. M.

Subscribe tor The Cltlien.
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Money saving values on working shoes during this sale.' Bis
line to select from.

$4.60 suits, to close out
Men's All Linen Wash Suits, sold
regular at $5.50 a suit, to close out

$3.50.

o

New Bowling Alley.

Men's Velour Calf Shoes, regular $3.60 shoes. Sale Price,

45C

$6.10.

r.

e

grade,

Regular $12.50 Suits, Sale Price,

e

25-ce-

unit

Of Men's, Boys' and Youths'
Clothing and Furnishing Goods

R. A. Fullinwider and his sister Miss
Bessie, will go to Albuquerque about
Henry Haskell has returned to the the 15th Inst., where they have arcity and this morning again resumed ranged to open a three-allebowling
his work at the local railway shops. alley the only institution of the kind
He accompanied the remains of his In that city, and as Mr. and Miss Fuldead wife to Kalamazoo, Mich, for linwider have the faculty of winning
burial.
friends rapidly their amusement ven- Harry Andrews, formerly an em
ure In the Duke City Is sure to prove
ploye of the local Santa Fe Pacific a success. They nave tne nest wlsnes
DEEP WELL FOR SANTA FE.
store keeper's office, but now In charge of their many Raton friends. Raton
May Be Made Thousand Feet Deep of the Santa Fe's oil properties at Bak- - Range.
ersfield, passed through the city yes
For Water for Railway Shops
A Lttle Early Riser.
You never neard of any one using
terday en route east.
Use.
Engine
for
and
cure
will
now and then, at bedtime,
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
a
Bailey,
painter,
Fe
railway
Santa
Clough,
of
the
Foreman
General
biliousness and liver
constipation,
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.
says s engaged In repapering and repaint
trouble. DeV'itt's Little Early risers Santa Fe system, is in El Paso,
ing the San Marclal Harvey house.
News.
the
by
cure
pills
that
are famous little
High Water at La Mesa.
It is stated that he is here to Inves- When completed this work will make
arousing the secretions, moving the
The
little town of La Mesa, directly
companion
build
more
a
hotel
of
tne
sinking
some
feasibility
of
tigate
the
bowels gently, yet effectually, and givacross
the river from San Marclal, Is
ing
new
depot.
the
to
ing such tone and strength to the deep wells on the ground near the San
with destruction by the ragthreatened
Eugenio
Romero and Serapio Rome
purpose
glands of the stomach and liver that ta Fe depot. This is for the
ro, who have Just completed their tie ing Rio Grande. Gradually the river is
shops
and
water
for
securing
of
the
the cause of the trouble is removed engines.
contract for the Santa Fe Central, was encroaching upon the settlement and
entirely, and If their use Is contlued
people are fearful of Its treachery.
There are a number of shallow in the city Saturday. They are now the
for a few dayB, there will be no return
At the bend, about half a mile above,
off
cut
supplying
Belen
and
for
the
ties
are
they
present,
but
at
wells
there
of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Briggs
the settlers are anxious to cut a chan
'
all apt to go dry or to act in a con- the Albuquerque Eastern.
& Co., S. Vann & Son.
nel to divert the current, but the ownA.
recently
Robinson,
A.
trary manner when most needed.
ers of the ditch on this side of the
railIn Hurley's Hands.
Rigs for the drilling arrived last president of the Mexican Central
river object, for the reason that they
night
way,
through
city
passed
the
porters
probwho
begun
Fe
lie
train
The Santa
night and the work will
would be compelled, at considerable
an
trip
extended
from
pursouth
were in Topeka last week for the
ably Monday. It will take considerHe was accompanied by his expense, to tap the river some distance
pose of securing a conference with able time and a well may be made east.
daugter of Pueblo, Colo., who will visit above. Situation Is rather a distressGeneral Manager H. U. Mudge and more than a thousand feet deep.
ing one from both standpoints, but the
In Mexico City.
request
asking him to consider their
La Mesa people seem determined to
stock
ad
G.
live
Chaves,
the
Jose
A Farmer Straightened Out
for a raise In wages, were referred to
secure relief in the only feasible way
"A man living on a farm near here juster of the Santa Fe railroad for the
General Superintendent J. E. Hurley,
to them by cutting the channel.
city.
in
was
division,
the
Grande
Rio
too
completely
being
ago
uiudge's
Mr.
time
of
came in a short
on account
Bee.
damdoing
some
says
is
river
He
they
the
busy to see them. Consequently
doubled up with rheumatism. I handed
laid their case before Mr. Hurley, and him a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain age in cutting away the bank at Tome,
A Lesson In Health.
he is now making investigations. He Balm and told him to use it freely and but at Los Lunas the Water has kept
He Ithy kidneys filter the impurities
pretty
well
In
channel.
the
do
to
willing
the
says that the road is
if not satisfied after using It he need
unless they do .B
J. W. White, auditor for the Santa from the blood, and
right thing by them. He says that not pay a cent for it," says C. P. Ray-deFoley's Kidimpossible.
is
good
health
couInvestigations will be made and if it
of fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few Fe coast lines, is In the city for a
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
says
Mr.
ple
that
the
White
days.
of
demands
porters'
as
thought
store
the
that
is
days later he walked Into the
will possltively cure all forms of kid
are well founded and that they de- straight as a string and handed me a accounts of the coast lines show a ney and bladder diseases. It strength
receipts
the
serve a raise, the road will comply dollar saying, 'give me another bottle wonderful Increase in
ens the whole system. Alvarado Phar
with their request, otherwise they will of ouamberlaln's Pain Balm. I want it past year. The receipts of the local macy.
Increase.
a
decided
show
station
be refused.
in the house all the time for it cured
J. A. Harlan, so long the building
me." For sal6 by all druggists.
SUbbed With Shears.
Mr. Joseph Pominville, ot Stillwater,
o
and bridge foreman on the Rio Grande
Last Thursday, a Mexican who is in
Minn., after having spent over $2,000
for
contractor
now
the
division,
and
An Indian Ticket Office.
the county jail, charged with attemptwith the best doctors for stomach trou
Architect Charles F. Whittlesey, the the San Marclal depot, has accepted a ed rape, became enraged at another
by
his
advised
was
relief,
bridges
without
ble,
man who planned the Alvarado at Al- position as superintendent of
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a buquerque, N. M. the handsomest and buildings on the Santa Fe cut off, Mexican prisoner in the jail and began
Stomach and railway hotel In the southwest has with a salary of $175 per month and stabbing him with a pair of shears.
box of Chamberlain's
Before he was made to desist he suc
so,
and Is a well submitted plans which have been expenses.
He
did
Tablets.
Liver
In cutting the other hombre in
ceeded
indigesman today. If troubled with
According to the United States in
adopted for remodeling the Santa Fe
side and hip, making some bad
tion, bad taste In hte mouth, lack of ticket office at Ixs Angeles. The fix vestor forty-onrailroads snow ag the
appetite or constipation, give tnese tures and decorations will be charac gregate gross earnings for the fourth looking gashes.
Dr. Rexford was called and attended
Tablets on trial, and you are certain to terlstlc of the country through which week of April of $12,833,083, an in
was !
be more than pleased with the result. the Santa Fe passes. They will use crease of $1,967,530, or 18 per cent to the wounded man and the other
For sale at 25 cents per box at all unique Indian colors and forms. All over the earnings of the same roads put where he could do no further
harm.
druggets.
the wood will be weathered oak. Red In the same period of last year. Only
It might be a good idea for Sheriff
From
will predominate on the four roads :eport decreases.
vellow
and
to apply a goodly amount of
Funny Man's Book.
Foster
ag
report
1
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to
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date
ga
be
decorations
will
"strap
oil."
and apply it well, to such
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad is walls. There
In
$386,248,663.
earnings
of
irreeato
baskets, pottery ana
are in his charge. Dem-inbad
men
who
aliout to publish something In the way lore of Indian
per
10
cent.
or
crease $36,801,414,
Headlight.
of a symposium of articles written by bead work.
Forty-siroads
The Santa Fe has used exhibits of only six decreasing.
the funny men of the United States. A
earned In the month of April $48.52o.
but
many
offices,
of
its
goods
at
Indian
reGREATLY ALARMED.
meeting of those who have been
consistently 224. Increase $6,221,575, or 15 per cent.
sponsible for mothers In law and other this is the first attempt to
studying
A statistican who has been
idea through
By a Presistent Cough, but Permanentancient jokes, will be held In Balti- observe the "Amerind" finish.
the annual report of the Pennsylvania
of
interior
all
out
the
ly Cured by Chamberlain's
organpurpose
of
more May 22 for the
Railway company finds that if half a
Cough Remedy.
izing an association. The Book of the
20
pounds
100
carried
men
million
The Waste ot thhe Body.
Burbage, a student at law,
Royal Blue for May will contain arti66
Mr.
H.
P.
muscles miles a dav, it would take them
humorists. Every seven days the blood,
In Greenville, S. C, bad been troubled
cles from these
freight
which
the
years
move
the
to
average size
Each contributor has written a story and bones of a man ofwornout
year. At two for four or five years with a continuous
tissue railroad movod In one
In his characteristic style and It will loses two pounds of
day for each man, the cost cough which he says, "greatly alarmed
a
dollars
replenished
and
cannot
be
waste
be accompanied by a photograph and This
$24.000.000.000 con me, causing me to fear that I was in
the health and strength kept up with would be about than all the coined
autograph.
more
the first stage of consumption." Mr.
slderably
out perfect digestion. When the atom
money In the world. The railroad Burbage, having ceen Chamberlain's
organs
per
digestive
to
ach
and
fall
Wanted.
It for about $100,000,000 After Cough Remedy advertised, concluded
We would like to ask, through the form their functions, the strength lets moved
thv?se figures one realizes
to try It. Now read what be says of It:
reeardine
columns of your paper, if there Is any down, health gives way, and disease
cheaper It is to ride than "i soon felt a remarkable change and
person who has used Green's August set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables how much
after using two bottles of the twenty-fiv- e
Flower for the cure of Indigestion, the stomach and digestive organs to to walk!
cent size, was permanently cured."
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has digest and assimilate all of the whole
Too Great a Risk.
Sold by all druggists.
not been cured and we also mean some food that may be eaten into the
In almost every neighborhood some'
o
their results, such as sour stomach, kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues one has died from an attack of colic
Fe Board of Trade.
Santa
food,
of
habitual
formentation
and protects the health and strength or cholera morbus, often medicine
Grant Rivenburg. president of the
nervous dyspepsia, head- of the mind and body. Kodol cures could be procured or a physician sum
appointaches, despondent feelings, sleepless- indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach moned. A reliable remedy for these Santa Fe Board of Trade, has
ness In fact, any trouble connected troubles. It Is an Ideal spring tonic, ti. senses should be kept at hand. The ed the following committee to confer
with the stomach or liver? This medi- Sold by B. II. Briggs ft Co., S. Vaun risk is too great for anyone to take with the Santa Fe Central officials,
who will be at the capital in a few
cine has been sold for many years In & Son.
and days on matters of Interest to that
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
all civilized countries, and we wish to
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly city and the railroad, viz: I. Sparks,
correspond with you and send you one
For uver oixxy Vtars.
saved more pain and suffering than II. 1). Cartwright, Arthur Seligman, S.
An old and well tried remedy.
of our books free of cost. If you never
any
Mul-ler- .
medicine in use. It can al
a
try
bot
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup ha waysotherdepended upon. For sale by Spitz, G. W. Knaeliel, Frederick
tried August Flower,
be
B.
Laughlin,
H.
N.
J.
I'alen,
It.
J.
tie first. We have never known of its been used for over sixty years by mil
Gerdes, F. S. Davis and A. Staab. Mr.
failing. If so, something more serious lions of mothers for their children all druggists.
Rivenburg, the president of the board,
while teething with perfect success
is the matter with you. The
HEAD BLOWN OFF.
is also a member of said committee,
size has Just been Introduced this year It soothes the child, softens the gums
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists. allays all pain, cures wind colic, and Awful Result of Drunken Brawl and and will call a meeting of the same to
Shooting at Italian Coal
consider the matters to be presented
G. G. Green. Woodbury. N. J. J. H. is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
Camp,
to the railroad officials.
O ltlelly Sl Co.
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug
Colo.
A telegram from Trinidad,
gists In every part "f the world
A Revelation.
Why He Did Not Jump.
cents a bottle. Its value dated May 14, says: Shortly after
. wenty-fivIf you willl mawe inquiry it will be
Here Is one that a young man, who Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for o'clock this evening two Italian miners
knows a good story when he hears it Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and became involved in a quarrel at Majes a revelation to you bow many succumb
heard one railroad man tell another take no other kind.
tic, a coal camp about twenty miles to kidney troubles in one form or
in a depot up the line the other day:
from here. One Italian shot the other another. If the patient Is not beyond
"We picked up a new Irishman
We have juit received a complete in the fare with a shotgun, nearly medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
Albuquerque blowing his Dead off. The man who cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
somewhere
and set him line of fishing tackle.
to work braking ou a construction Cycle and Arms company.
did the shooting tried to escape to the Pharmacy.
25-ce-
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6:20 pm
....
3:00 pm
1:05 pm
3:40 pm. . .Tres Pledras. .. 10:05 am
7:35 am
Antonito
6:35 pml
6:10 am and they arrive dally.
Alamosa
8:60 pm
Pueblo .. ...I 1:37am
3:06 ami
Local freight No. 99, going south,
7:16 amAr... Denver ...Lvl 9:30 pm carries passengers.
F. k. MYERS. Agent
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with ths mala line and JBSLSvSKVBB..AyVaBBBkFBSBSBV
branches aa follows:
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton
HOTEL CLAIRE...
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
SANTA FE, N. M
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creeds and all points In the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley. At Sallda with main Una
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
BATHS AND
SANITARY
and west Including Leadvtlle and narPLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
row gauge points between Salida and
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
Grand Junction.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for ths
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicPLAN- tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E, ELLIS,
for all points east.
proprietor and Owner,
For further Information address ths
undersigned.
Through passengers from 8anta Fs
in standard gauge sleepers from AlaA.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCC
plication
B. W. ROBBINS, 0n. Agt.,
Secretary Mutual Building Assoolailoa
Santa Fe, N. M.
d. K. HOOPER,
P. A., Denvr, Colo. Office at J. V. Baldridge'i Lumber Tar

4K4K404K404044I
E. WALKER

NEWHALL

SOS AMOILtS,

Q.

CO.

CALirOKHIA

Badaracco
Dealer la

Oeneral flerchatidlse ana
Liquors
Proprietor of ths Summer
All Kiaas of Country Produce)
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Frso to all Parts
ths City.
Corner of Third and Tljsraa
Albuquerque
New Mssdoft

THESoutnARCADE
First
811

FRANK VAJO, Proprtoior.
Ths oesi ot liquors served to
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything sr
new, upstairs for lodging parpoos.

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenua.
lit
W.

The finest Una of Liquor anal Cigar.
All patrons and friends cordially last,
sd to visit '"Ths Ieebera-.-"
Uuk
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

!.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS s CMAJtS

vf

Ws nandlo everything .a
Uaa
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor A TTTlHsmsj
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

S.

First St,

Albuquorqua, N. M

I

4
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covered. TMh was the arpatpst robbery that eyer occurred In the south-wes-

MAY

18 l!M3

and came here to get cured. Already
be Is improving rapidly and will soon
return to his duties.
Mrs. J. Y. Hewitt, wife of Attorney
Chief McMlllin and Ixmi Sohocnci
will leave tomorrow evening for Guests Are Arriving a! the Southern Hewitt of White Oaks, went to Demlng
to meet her husband and accompany
Florence to bring back the men. They
him on a business trip to Socorro.
papers.
New Mexico Resort.
The,
will carry requisition
Mrs. G. L. Hoyt has gone on a
chief received a letter stating that the
week's visit to her husband, the El
men were named Gibson. I.ogan and j
Paso furniture dealer.
were given.
Lewis. No particulars
BATCH OF LATEST ITEMS.
We had another fine shower Friday
Three men have already been tried
and reports from the Mlmbres farfor th'g roblie y In he district court
mers Indicate a fine harvest, while
and In each cacc the territory failed Special Correspondence.
the
cattle outlook Is excellent. The
to make out a case.
Fay wood Hot Springs, May 17, 1903.
past week has been cool and cloudy,
Among the recent arrivals at this with occasional
i
You
No man can cure consumption
showers here and
W. H. there but no general rain..
can prevent It though. Dr. Wood's sanitarium and resort are:
Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs. Orcer, Demlng; Harry Muck, Chicago;
Administrator's Sale.
outhtna NoVprfAilH. John Atlir, El Paso; W. E Brock, M.
'
W. Smith, Cook's; J. J. Smith. Swartz;
t'r Drder of tha district cotnt I will
Wayne McV. Wilson, Diamond
MINING MATT ERS.
Bar sell the following real estate at private
Ranch; Chas. F. Navln, Detroit, sale, towit:
Rich Strike in Shakespeare District, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Radcliffe Pur22, T. 4 S., R. 6
NV4 of NE4.
Grant County Forty Men Workrees, son and maid, Philadelphia, Pa.; W., Socorro county.
ing in Taos County Mine.
Julia Eno, Matilda Eno, St. Louis, Mo.
Lots 3, 4 and 5, block A, of the A. &
Mr. Greer, manager
The American Consolidated Copper
here of the P. addition to Albuquerque.
company working the Atwood
and great "Diamond A" cattle business,
f
of lot 10, block 2,
Undivided
Lena properties In the Snakespeare has with him here his friend, Mr. of Baca addition to Albuquerque.
southern Grant county, has Huck, who Is traveling solely for
f
lots 1, 2, 31, 32,
Undivided
struck a vein of very high grade ore pleasure and to see the famous south- block 27, town of Algodones.
nt the 300 foot level. The ore is being west land of Fi't.Ehine.
All persons desiring to purchase
.h'pped to the El Paso snvltcr, but
Mr. Atlir Is well known In El Paso should submit their bids to the underthe company is remodelling the Lena as owner of the famous Half Way signed at once. Terms cash.
concentrator nt l.ordsburg, and is add hciiKe, between the city and the great
GEO. W. JOHNSTON,
ing a leaching plant. The Allessandro smelter, and also as a dairy man and
Administrator T. A. Finical.
company of New Haven, Connecticut. breeder of registered Holsteln cattle.
o
plant In the
Is aipo erecting a
M. W. Smith Is an employe and Mr.
Hall 4. Learnard.
Hrock, resident manaper of the
Burros.
There Is such a thing as a piano barThe Glen Woody Mining and Milling
Concentrates company's plant at gain. We have decided to sell all our
company at the new mining camp of Cook's Peak. About a week ago, while used and traded in pianos at figures
Woody In Taos county, commenced casiialls) Inspecting the machinery, Mr. that justify us In advertising piano
the construct!on of a mill and syanide Brock made a misstep and fell from bargains. Call and investigate.
plant. A flume 1,000 feet long will the plank on which he was walking.
We are the official repairers of the
conduct water out of the Rio Grande to the floor, a distance of eight feet.
river to the mill to furnish motive Fortunately missing a mass of belt National Cash Register company. Alpower. At present forty men are em- ing and gearing In his fall he escaped buquerque Cycle and Arms company.
ployed.
An assay office and a labra- - with only a fracture of the arm Just
tory have Just been completed which above the wrist. The Injury Is heal
Include a testing plant of 600 pounds ing nicely and no serious result Is
O. A. MATSON, Manager,
capacity.
feared.
J. J. Smith Is busily engaged In ex
Takes the burn out, neals the ploiting and devoloplng his mining
Spark-...lln- g
wound; cures the pain. Dr. Thomas properties in the Black Range, north
Cclectrlc Oil. the household remedy. of Swarts, and makes frequent trips
to Denver and the east.
MASTER MECHANIC BARNES.
Entitled
Mr. Furness and family, having
passed
pleasantly
at
Silver
winter
the
He Resigns and Will Soon go to City and Faywood, will soon return
Alamogordo.
to their eastern home, so pleased with
Master Mechanic F. P. Barnes, of our climate and surroundings that
tendered
shops,
has
the local Santa Fe
they intend to be here again next winhis resignation, to take effect as soon ter. Mr. and Mrs. Furness, Mr. Wil
as his successor can be appointed. Mr. son, Mr. Navin and the Misses Eno are
Barnes will go to the El Paso & mutual friends forming a party that
Northeastern rpllroad, and be located heartily enjoyed every minute of the THE BEST LOCAL TALENT
at Alamogordo. This is a promotion waking hours. The young ladles are
in every way for him, and his many living in Silver City with their mother
Spectacular Effects, Beautiful Tableaux
friends here are happy
and their brother, E. B. Eno, who is
Calcum Lights, The Prettiest Girls,
He will probably leave the middle there to recuperate the health and
The Sweetest Voices
of next month for Alamogordo where strength lost In the service of his
And all That Goes to Make an Occasion
he will take charge of the mechanical country, fighting the Filipinos.
of Surpassing Interest.
department with 250 miles of main
Mr. Collard Is a well known and
line and two branches, making the thoroughly competent mill man of
system one Including over 300 miles. Hlllsboro, now operating the Bible
The branches Include Dawson and mill and smelter at Hanover, but he
the Sacramento mountain and Cloud-crof- t had an attack of sciatic rheumatism TICKETS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
line with a branch to Capltan, in
Lincoln county.
During his stay here Mr. Barnes has
endeared himself to the men who have
FREE MUSEUM
worked under him. The shops have
also been broupht up to a higher stan ESTABLISHED 1859
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
dard, and the Santa Fe officials are
San Francisco Street,
sorrv to lose nis vaiuaDie services.
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
Before coming here Mr. Barnes had
N. M.
leen for thirteen years In the mechanical department of the Northern Pa
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
FAYWOOD

t.
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The privilege of choice from a lot of styles la equal to an
extra ten per cent of value. All store agree on this.
Do you

realize that the "Queen Quality" shoe

ORIGINATES NEARLY ALL THE STYLES
of shoes worn by women?

"Queen Quality" Is made In every possible style from original
designs. In each style there is every size and shape for every
kind of foot We carry all this stock. It is practically
to produce a need for which there is not a "Queen
Quality" shoe already designed and in our store today. And
found on no other shoe unless they are copied. It is equally
Impossible to produce a normal foot which we cannot accurately fit in this shoe.
This is not true of other makes of
women's shoes. With any other shoe you may or may not be
fitted; bit with "Queen Quality" you have nearly twice as
many styles and far greater differentiation in size and shape.
If you want a "glove" fit in shoes you can get it only
In "Queen Quality," remember that.

l

OXFORCS, $2 50.
Special Styles 50c extra.
I)o not wear brassy.
Fast color eyelets.
BOOTS, $3.00.

I
I

Gofefen Rufe Diy

PRESBYTERIAN

Over

VISITORS.

Four Hundred Delegates Enjoy

the Sabbath

in Albuquerque.

PLEASED WITH THEIR RECEPTION.

Ccccs Ccmpanv

Bought, Sold, Exchanged, Packed Stored, Repaired and Rented

one-hal-

THEY ARE ORIGINAL DESIGNS

II

D

dlt-tric-

one-hal-
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I
I

I

"Dreams of Paradise," with cello obligate by Mr. Blondln. The Tennessee
Synodlcal quartette sang with pleasing effect, .md the musical part of
the program was closed by a splendid
duet by Miss Summers and Mr. Bell,
entitled "Love Divine All Love Excelling."
In a nut shell the Presbyterian visitors were pleased with Albuquerque;
her Institutions and people, and Albuquerque was pleased with them too.
Today some of the visitors are taking in the wonders of the Grand Can- j yon, while
the others have gone direct
t0 iA)a Angele3.

Albuquerque, the most progressive
city of the great southwest, enter
tained over Sunday some of the most
eminent divines and lay members ot
tbe Presbyterian church in the land, j
MORE ABOUT TRAGEDY.
She was glad to have them tarry here
for a day, and the citizens did all in
their power to make their visit a pleas-- 1 '
ant one, although the weather man
(Concluded from page one.)
let too much wind and sand blow
bout the streets to the great discom- Mr. Gillette knew her and her mother
fort of all. The party, numbering was well known In benevolent circles
nearly four hundred souls, arrived there at that time.
Mr. Gillette says that Mrs. Fair-chilearly Sunday morning between 1
as a young woman, showed
o'clock and 4, in four special Pullman
trains, and all left late last night, the quite a talent for the drama, and he
last special getting away about mid- - took part with her several times in
night. Most of these people are dele- - amateur performances.
Kates to the "genera) assembly which
convenes in Los Angeles on Thurs- PETERSON'S REMAINS 8HIPPED.
day, May 21, and are from New York,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and other Body of Principal In Ramona House
Tragedy Sent to Relatives.
eastern states. A full list of those
who were here may be found In the El Paso Times, May 17.
The mortal remains of George M.
Citisen of Saturday.
The visitors saw the Interesting Peterson, one of the victims of the
points In and about the Duke city, Ramona rooming house tragedy, were
went to church and became acquainted shipped last evening over the Rock
with some of our best people; were Island for Amherst, Wis., the home
entertained by Manager Cheatham at of his father. The father wired the
the Alvarado and served with meals undertakers to spare no expense in
that will mak? their palates water preparing the remains of his son for
for more for some time to come. They shipment.
O. M. Fairchlld, the husband of the
also visited the United States Indian
school and saw what wonders Uncle dead woman who figured In the awful
Sam ia doing for the Red sons and affair, will arrive this morning over
daughters of the forest. Of course the Santa Fe to take charge of hi
11 that could, got out to see and look wife's
remains. Mr. Fairchlld was
not apprised of the manner In which
over the Menaul Mission school.
The principal services In the morn- his wife met her death until yester
ing were held in the public library day morning, when the particulars
building and the auditorium was full were told him at Trinidad, Colo. He
to overflowing. Here Dr. Henry Van was overcome with grief and exDyke of Princeton college and noted pressed his belief in his dead wife's
Writer, who will be moderator of the innoceriBe,
general assembly In Los Angeles,
Mr. Borcherding, proprietor of the
offered prayer, after which Rev. J. F. Romona house, denies the story told
Patterson, D. D., of East Orange, N. In an afternoon paper yesterday after-- J
J., delivered an eloquent sermon that noon that Mrs. Fairchlld on the day
kept the attention of his hearers to before the tragedy called at a certain
the last. The musical program by gambling house in this city and took
local people nd the visitors was fine- Peterson away. He says that on the
ly rendered. The other church pulpits afternoon of the day preceding the
In the city were filled by able Presby- tragedy Mrs. Falrchild, Peterson and
terian ministers.
a party of people from his rooming
In the afternoon all that could ride house were out at the smelter and
and every kind of a conveyance did not return until 7 o'clock. The
one horse shay to a rubber evening was spent by the whole party
from
tired vehicle was brought out for use In a social gathering In the parlor a.
went out to see the Menaul Mission the rooming house.
and Indian uchools At the Mission
While Peterson frequently visited
school the delegates found much to the gambling bouses, he was never
study.
for
food
Interest them and
known to play any large sums of
Tbey went from top to bottom In all money. An employe of the Astor
the buildings; saw the bright girls house told a Times reporter yesterand boys that are being educated for day that he had frequently seen the
the glory of God, and looked over the young man In the place, but that be
plans of the new buildings that are was what is known as a nervous gam
soon to be erected Dr. Van Dyke and bier and never risked over 25 or 6o
others spoke of the good work the cents at a time.
Menaul school was doing and before
Justice Spencer will resume his Intbe delegates left nearly $2,000 was quest tomorrow, having postponed the
subscribed for the school.
same until the husband could arrive
The evening service In the public
All
one.
library hall was a rousing
Don't let the little ones suffer from
the churches in the city combining eczema or other torturing skin disthus, making it a union one. The ad- eases. No need for It. Dean's Ointdresses, singing and musical program ment cures. Can't harm the most delwas excellent, and one that will linger icate skin. At any drug store, &0
long In the memory of those who cents.
o
braved the disagreeable elements to
Alleged Robbers Caught.
attend. Dr. Jones from the City of
City Marshal McMillin received a
Brotherly Love read the scriptures,
after which MIhs Maud Summers, of telegram from the chief of police at
this city, sang sweetly a solo, "Gently Florence, Colorado, stating that he
had arrested three men who had
lord, O Gently Lead Me."
Jewelry In their possession which was
Ir. Kirkwood of Colorado Springs,
tren talked interestingly about home taken from the safe of 8. Vann & Sons
missions. Dr. W'orden of Philadelphia, of this city.
It will be remembered that this robtalked about Sunday schools. Dr. Cochran of the same city about evangelical bery took place last fall and several
work, and Dr. Agnew told something thousand dollars were taken. Under
about ministerial relief. Duncan Bell a barn on Second street later a con
tendered nicely a solo entitled siderable amount of the goods was rs
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Dress
Rehearsal

(Incorporated)

A

MAY

o
YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
Attention! If your appetite is on a
strike call on D. Welller & Co., the
Gold avenue grocers. They can fix
your's up. Everything to eat, always

The largest and best stock of
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Pottery, Etc., In the country.
Mexican Drawn Work a Specialty.
Don't fall to call and see us
when In the city.

fresh; call and give us a trial.

SEND

BACHECHI

o

The Fourth of July season Is now
getting pretty close, and dealers and
those contemplating buying fireworks
should lose no time in placing their
order. The destruction of factories man- uractunng specialties win leave many
wholesalers entirely without the most
salable lines. Tbe Los Angeles Fireworks company has, however, secured
a full line and can make an immediate shipment of every item on the cat
alogue, which will be mailed on ap
plication. Both the company and their
agents will adhere to the prices quot
ed throughout the season. The quali
ty of their goods and methods of do
ing business is too well known in this
section to need any comraeut.

Kill

&

WholesaleWDealer

CO.,

In

WINES, LIQUORS,CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES . . .
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Uottled Beers;
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,

PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION

o

109 South

rirtt Street

Albuquerque, N. Mex.

:

gig

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

I

lf

Houses at

t"
Toilet

4 ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-ETA, N. M.

St

oa3

We are selling a lot of Toilet Soap at the
price of 2 cakes for a nickle.
It is not going to last long our profit on the
transaction consists in a larger acquaintance.

GEO. B. WILLIAHS,
117

Prescription Druggist

W. Railroad Avenue.

BA1DRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest I Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical! Full Measurel
First Mreet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
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ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
dnd Provision!.

Csrrtei thm Lrfett
and float Eitsiv
Stock ol

StapleQroceriei

pcUlty.

loanS soutbwoot.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAG0N5.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue
mi

LAS
I

unheard-o- f

Car let s

Two car loads of pianos sold In four
months by Hall & Learnard, the larg
est southwestern house.

-

IUTBIHD,K-

CATALOGUE

FOR

fes?r

If so call
Their
groceries are always fresh. Gold ave
nue, between First and Second streets.

Hrvtttf

SHOP

INDIAN AND
MEXICAN CURIOS

DO YOU EAT?
on D. Welller & Co.

1

7

cific.

When doctors fall try Burdock Blood
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; Invigorates the whole system.

iilf

22, 1903

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY
311-31-

Wool, Hides, Pelts

ss

Refrigerators
Alaska World's
PLEASURE
Best"
"The

FOR ALL....

All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Knamel lined
Car Load Just Received

ee our nice new stock of Road
Wagons for

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

Buggies $58

Full Line of Gasoline Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.

Ice Ticks and Ice Shredders Etc.

V
113-11B-11-

7

South

H
ITNEY CO
WHOLESALE 1IAHDWA Kh

Mit Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico

OO,

all fully

guaranteed.

Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to the Vvest Special Low
Prices Now.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE. ALIU'QUEKQUK DAILY OiTlZKN MONDAY

JUST RIGHT

LOCAL

The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

PARAGRAPHS

On and after May 25 all clothing
stores of the city will close at 6 p. m.
Roy Strong, son of O. W. Strong,
will leave tonight for Los Angela,
where he will reside In the future.
On the first Monday In June an election for school trustees will take place
in the country school districts of the

territoi y.

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

Mrs. E. J. Gibson Is entertaining
Mrs. Lipplncott, wife of Lieutenant

Lippincott, of the Fourteenth cavalry,
at Fort Wingate.

J. E. Saint, with the Santa Fe Central, returned to the company's offices
214 W. Railroad Ave
at Santa Fe this morning after a visit
here with his family.
The Italian hand did not give its con
cert last night at Robinson park on
COMFORTS OF HOME
account of the inclement weather. It
that make a happy couple. We have
t1
will le given Wednesday evening.
contributed In no small degree to the
Claire Q. Wynkoop, until recently In
many
comfort of
a household. And
the cattle business about forty miles
expect to continue doing bo. Our stock
west of Magdalena. Is In the city. Mr.
of furniture Is more extensive than
Wynkoop may make Albuquerque his
ever, and we're selling It at marked
home.
down prices. Handsome and service
E. P. Winters and wife, who formerable parlor suits, $15.00. Durable and
ly resided In this city, now of Clinton,
elegant lounges, couches, easy chairs
Mo., are here on a visit to friends.
at halt real value. Astonishing barThey stopped over a day or two at las
gains. Cash or time. We want your
Vegas.
trade. Satisfaction guaranteed.
A regular meeting of the Order of
Owls will be held Tuesday evening.
May 19, at 6f2 North Second street.
Co.
By order of grand master.
Maurice
Gerard, secretary.
COPYRIGHT.
West End Viaduct
The Citizen has received an Invita
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenun
tion to attend the commencement ball
of the N. M. J. of A. and M. A. on
Wednesday evening, June 3, 19o3, at
the rink. Las Cruces, N. M.
The two passenger trains for the
east, Nos. 1 and 7, are marked up at
the depot this afternoon several hours
late. The delay of the No. 7 is occasioned by a slight wreck near Coolidge,
ivansas. No one reported hurt.
NEEDS NO PAINTING.
M. C. Ney has resigned his clerkship at B. Ruppe'8 drug store and acPutjUp In Roll Complete With Fixture for Laying. Duracepted the position as time keeper for
bility Guaranteed Write for Booklet an. Sample
the American Lumber company at
Thoreau. He will be suceeded at Rup-pe'Cm
by Joe Conklln, of Santa Fe.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Notwithstanding the weather was
most disagreeable, blowing a gale and
a sprinkle of rain falling, a very larg
crowd of people took dinner at the
last night and enjoyed a fine
concert rendered by the Alvarado
trio.
Plans and specifications covering
the construction and completion of a
brick laundry, with plumbing, at the
above numbers
the clock and ring,
Albuquerque Indian school. New Mexico, can be seen at this office for the
respectfully. Holders of ticket bearing above
information and guidance of prospectnumbers please call
the tickets.
once
ive bidders.
Mrs. A. Cortesy, a well known lady
of Socorro, where she Is the owner of
considerable real estate, will return to
her home tonight, after a visit here
with Mrs. M. Cortesy. Mrs. Cortesy
expects to leave Socorro shortly for
Douglas, Arizona.
Mr, and Mrs. I. Neldes, of Los Angeles, were in the city Saturday and
THIRD STREET
Sunday, visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Billy Berry. Mrs. Neldes Is Mrs. Berry's
aunt. The visitors left last night for
Milwaukee. Mr. Neldes Is traveling
salesman for a wholesale Jewelry
house.
All kinds
The United States court for the
Fifth Judicial district convened In Socorro this morning, Asociate Justice
SWJSAGf FACTOBY.
Daniel H. McMillan presiding. There
will be no Jury trail this term,
no funds being on hand for such purEMIL KLEINWORT,
pose, owing to the defalcation of ta:
Abran Abey-tla- .
MASONIC BUILUIK8.
N. THIRD STRfV monies by

A. J. IVIALOY,

mnH'-b-ydiit-
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Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. ft.

.

Nounder'r.-.p-

Telephone

No. 303

prr ire m
liipt or back.

Mo

i.evciest

I

Mutual

ELMO

AND CLUB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
130 W.

...TOTI &

Railroad Ays., Albuquerque.
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DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
Old 'Phons 247.

7

--

Miss Clara Zimmer, the efficient s
courteous manager of the Western
Union Telegraph company's office In
Santa Fe, came In from the north last
night and left for California, where
She will remain six weeks for rest and
recreation.
Miss Brown, of Denver,
will act as substitute for Miss Zimmer
during her absence.
The New Mexican says: Dr. Mark
Ievy, of New York City, who Is In the
city the guest of his uncle, Abe Gold,
will go to Albuquerque Monday to
meet hiH brother, Charles Levy, an
wife, who are en route to their home
in New York City from a visit to California. Mr. and Mrs. Levy may sto
in this city for a day's visit with
Gold.
Dr. Robert N. Hartman, who was asphyxiated at Golden, Colo., on May 8,

had JVfct leen appointed to the head ot
the chemical department of the New
Mexico school of mines, Socorro, and
had made arrangements to be In Socorro
next week
to get himself In touch with the people and his
duties at the school.
Charlie Quler. the Browns' heavyweight center fielder, who stood still
yesterday and sacked a long fly
an effort, Is in receipt of a letter from Fred Raymer, a former Albuquerque boy, who is playing with Columbus, Ohio, this year.
Raymer
writes that he has recovered from the
hurt he received some lime ago, which

North Third Street,

15 SECOND

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

Dr. John W. Elder, chief surgeon of
the Albuquerque-Easterrailroad, now
in course of construction, has returned
from a trip to the headquarteis camp
near Moriarlty on the Santa Fe Central, where the new road branches off
into TIJeras canyon. The doctor reports that the sanitary conditions of
the camps are fine and that the work
men almost to a man are In good
health. He also stated that work on
Is being
the Albuquerque-Easterpushed right along. About thirty-fivteams and a hundred men are em
ployed and the grade Is being thrown
up at the rate of two miles a week.
Dr. Fitzgerald is surgeon during Dr.
Elder's absence.
e

Young Waldo to Marry.
Miss Marion Thayer, daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Thayer, of Kansas
City, Mo., will be married on the afternoon of Saturday, June 6, to Thomas
A. Waldo, son of Judge and Mrs. Henry L. Waldo. The young man was bor-ISanta Fe and lived there with his
parents for many years. He Is greatly liked and popular with all who
remember him. Judge and Mrs. Wald
are well known and highly lespecteo
throughout the territory. Miss Thayei
is a very accomplished
and pretty
young woman still in her 'teens. The
wedding will be a church affair.
The Real Cause of Dandruff and Baldness.
At one time dandruff was attributed
to be the result of a feverish condition of the scalp, which threw off the
dried cuticle in scales. f
Professor Unna, Hamburg, Germany,
noted authority on ski diseases, explodes this theory and says that dandruff is a germ disease.
This germ Is 'wholly responsible for
the dandruff and of so many bald
heads. It can be cured if it Is gone
about In the right way.
The right
way, of course, and the only way, Is
to kill the germ.
Newbro's Herplclde does this, and
causes the hair to grow luxuriantly,
Just as nature intended It should.
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
luc In stamps for sample to the Herplclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggi
& Co., special agents.

TO LOAN I
HONEY
organs,
On
Furniture, Pianos,
Morses,
Wagons and other Chattels, ilso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BulMing,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

l
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SEE-

H O'RIELLY

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS'

CO.,

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanktts and
House Furnishing Goods.

When You Look at Our

CARPETS

UES

te

te

233OSKK000

WANTED.
WANTED Good
girl for general
house work, for private family.
Wages satisfactory.
Inquite at 121
South Fourth St.
WANTED A position as waitress in
dining room, or will do chamber
work. Address "Y" this office.
WANTED Position of trust by a
married man 35 years of age; American, with steady habits; can give
references. Address A. C. L., this

0TO3SK)SK)SX53Su0SOJt

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

(
J

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS
WHlSKIfcS. Ifc.PORTED A OOMEtTIC WlNrtk
Th. Ooolest arid Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported a d Domestic Cigars

n

'srwwi.aywrywwNav-iSr-

COONAC.
"

- CROCKERY

o

FURNITURE

DUPLEX
M

i

IF?

.

and

hfa P;

SANITARY!

MATTRESSES

office.

CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AND SECOND HAND

Borradaile & Co.,

117

Qid

Avenue
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX!( O.
U

S

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
McMillan..
B.

YOUR SPRING
Soft Botom
Monarch
Manhattan

SHIRTS

BOc

and St.OO

SI. 23 and St.OO

St. 79 and S2.2S
S3. SO
Earl A Wilton, all pure linen

UNDERWEAR
Fine Balbrlggan... St.OO to S2.SO suit
Fancy Balbrlggan.. .S3.00 to S4.SO suit
Scrlven Elastic Seam Silk .... S9.00 suit

at

w named until 11 o'c lock A M ,
"I !!'
(: for turn 'uliing fuel at Fta. Aiaclii,
I

(irant. Iluarhura. Wtuppl- - Barracks, A. T,
Korta bayard and Wingate. K. M.: Kurta
DuClirgne. I'tah Korta D. A. Kiiane I,
Mackenzie and Waliakie. Wye. and Fort Ln- Colo, during fiacal year
and
f:an, June Denvi-80. I (HM. Propi'cals fur quantities leM
llian the whole required, or for delivery at
iilnts ftber than tiiobe named, will be
K iKht ia reaerved to a cept or reject any
or ll propoaala or any part thereof .Informs
t'on furnialied on application here or at ffirea
vt respective pot quarerinatera Mvelopea
to be marked I'ropoaala for Kuel." J. W.
PorK, Chief Q. M.

Just receivau a targe arsortmeat of
i.it squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.

VAL

OFFERED

up-to-da-

up-to-da-

e

e

EVER

AL-S- O

-- We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers -- all new and
goods for
people. We want you to
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, examine
Matting
an.i rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
save you money.

LOST.
LOST. This morning In Fourth ward.
a U. S. Mail register receipt hook.
Finder leave at the postofflce and
receive reward.
LOST In Sturgea' toilet closet, forty-fivcalibre Colt's revolver; finder
will please return to this office and
receive 12.50 reward.
LOST Dark brown mare; both hind
feet white. Return to B. 8. Rodey
and receive reward.

UO

MADE

THE BEST CARPET

Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements. 16 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
flee not later than t o'clock p. m.

each
May

EVER

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND

CLASSIFIED ADS.

PROPOSAL8.
COLO, ACKIL SO.
DKNVKK, (riioa'l
in trii l cile will tie
and it (filer of Uuartrrmaatrr

THE FINEST CAR.

PET DISPLAY

enter-Otiiied-

&

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

YOU SEE

"Tie Just Forty Years Ago."
If you'd really like to know
What Is truly meant by this
Do not the occasion miss;
I can give a hint
no more
Mrs. Jarvey has the floor
And will sing this comic ditty.
In our large, progressive city
In the "Dr.?ss Rehearsal" play
And as tutor she will say
.Many thinga so quaint and bright
That you'll say In great delight
"Nothing here Is dull or tame
I am fully plad I came."
Will you good advice refuse?
Do not then a moment lose.
But to Matron's go straight away
Buy a ticket to the play.

six-roo-

U

Albert Falhier.. !

00

ing to trade of Manchuria towns, on
account of the Russian proposition.
The American minister proposes that
China open Mukden, Harbin and the
email port at the mouth of the Yalu
river.

Local and territorial
vJANTED
agents to represent the Indiana
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Woman to do housework;
call at 617 West Copper avenue.
WANTED Two good milkers. Matthews Jersey Dairy.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second band clothing and
tools. Send addreus and will call. R.
Sweeny. 615 South First streeL
WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine openo
Officials Arrested.
ings In all departments. Good salarColorado Springs, May 18. Two Inies. Rapid promotions. Examinadictments were returned this morning
tions soon. Particulars free. Inter-Stat- e
by the grand Jury and arrests have
Cor. InBt., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
been made. Chief of Police King It
FOR SALE.
charged with secreting witness and
Alderman J. C. St. John is charged FOR SALE A pony. Inquire at St.
with having accepted and solicited a
Vincent academy.
uribe. King and St. John were Indict- FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch ot
ed last week but were arrested today
about fifty acres near Alameda; In
on new charges.
More arrests are
alfalfa. Inquire of Mrs. Monahan,
expected this afternoon.
Ruby house.
FOR SALE Edison's projecting ken
Harrimin has Appendicitis.
etescope, gas making outfit, films,
New York, May 18. E. H. Harrl-man- ,
all complete. Address, C. E. V., this
who is suffering from a slight
office.
attack of appendicitis, sat up today
and appeared to be much better. His FOR SALE Furniture of
physicians expect that he will be able
house; also family driving horse and
to go out In a few days and by May
buggy; cheap. Inquire corner Four26 will be entirely well so that he can
teenth street and Costello. Dr. Allln.
take the European trip he has been
contemplating.
FOn RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Hurricane In the Philippines.
without board; also furnished rooms
Manila, May 18. A hurricane devaa
tated Santa Maria, Bulacan, Luzon, on
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
Saturday. Earth shocks were felt and
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
during the progress of the storm the FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
stone barracks collapsed, killing one
112 John street, second bouse from
and Injuring seven native scouts.
Highland Hotel.
Mrs. H. L. Dunning.
Gates is Not Sick.
London, May 18. The report cir- FOR RENT From May 1 to SepL 1,
the Highland Hotel; will rent rooms
culated in New York that J. W. Gates
is ill In this city, Is Incorrect. Beyond
at $10.00 per month and up.
the fact that Gates had a slight cold, FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
there is no foundation for the rumor.
light housekeeping; rent reasonable; 622 West Railroad avenue. In
Proposition Impossible.
quire in brick part.
Pekln, May 18. China, in reply to
further representations of the United
LOANS.
States and Japanese ministers, has
MONEY
TO
LOAN
In sums to sulL
again pointed out the impossibility of
Address, postofflce box 383', Albu
Including In .'omruerclal treaties open- querque, N. H.

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TEAS:
--

Iron Work to Order

Albuqu-

erque-Eastern.

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

Oou-slaaa-

AnES, Proprietor.

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

What he has to Say About the

FOR THE BLOOD

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Gianite Ware

DR. ELDER HbRE.

SPRING MEDICINE

ALBUQUERQUE

T. O.

affected one of bis knees and threatened to stop his base ball career, and
that he Is still In the game. He has
taken part In seventeen games this
season and has a good record.
Col. C. O. Coleman, agent of the department of Justice of the United
States, with offices at Santa Fe, passed through the city this morning en
route to the territorial capital from an
official trip to El Paso. Colonel Coleman Is also a civil engineer and as a
side line occasionally does surveying.
He has chsrge of the laying out and
building of the "scenic road" to be
built from Sauta Fe to Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Gil. son, of Santa
Fe, passed through the city last night
for San Francisco, where Mr. Gibson
will attend to some important business
while Mrs. Gibson will visit her married daughter In that city. Mrs. Gib
son will remain there about a mouth.
Mr. Gibson will return In alxmt, ten
days and will then visit southern New-Mexico In the interest of the Ameri
can Consolidated Copper company and
of the Gibson Development company.
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Straw Hat from SOo to S5.00 each
Sweet. Or r Pant and Overall

Pvt. PwJAfoDULL
The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

B

TJIK
At

national League.
At Philadelphia

I

New York

At Chicago
Chicago
Washington .

RUE
6 10

6

. .

The Best Liniment
1
St. Louis
"I have derived great benefit from
6
2
2
Philadelphia
Batteries: M. O'Nell and J. O'Nell; the use of Chamberlain's Palo Balm
for rheumatism and lumbago," says
Puggleby and Dooln.
Mrs. Anna Hagelgans, of Tuckahoe,
At New York
It H E N. J. "My husband used It for a sprain
1
8
3
ed back and was also quickly relieved
rittshurg
8 In fact It la the best family liniment
7 13
New York
Batteries: Matthewson and Warner; I uftve ever used. I would not tuim
of being wthout It I have recommend
Kennedy, Phelps and Smith.
ed to many and they always apeak
R H E very highly of It and declare its merits
At Boston
6 11
0 are wonderful.' For sale by all drug
Chicago
1
6
5 gists.
Boston
Wicker and Kllng;
Batteries:
THE RAILROAD BUILDERS.
and Klttredge.
Pit-teng-

They are Now

RUE
8 10

At Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Cincinnati

9

4

Batteries: Schmidt and Ritter;

2
Ew-In- g

RUE
0
9

"Wflshlngton

3

lotteries:

Owen

4

9

1

and McFarland;

Wilson and Clarke.
R H E
At St. Lonls
2
4
1
St. Louis
0 6 1
Philadelphia
Hatterles: Sudhoff and Sugden; Bender and Powers.
At Cleveland
Cleveland
New York

R H

E

6
6

2
2

2
3

Bernhard
Batteries:
Chesbro and O'Connor.

and Bemls;
R H E

At Detroit

Detroit

6
9

Boston

11
18

1

6

Batteries: Jones, Deerlng and McAllister; Young and Criger.
American Association.
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Toledo
At KanRas
City
Milwaukee

Traveling la Dangerous.
Constant motion Jars the kidneys
which are kept in place In the body by
delicate attachments. This is the rea
son that travelers, trainmen, street car
men, teamsters and all who drive very
much, suffer from kidney disease in
Foley's Kidney Cure
some from.
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibration of tne engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until I used Foley's Kidney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.

15
1

City-Ka- nsas

8

4

At Louisville

luisville

13
6

Columbus
At

St Paul

St. Paul

4

Minneapolis

Country

New

que Eastern, the Santa Fe Central
railways and the Pennsylvania Devel
opment company are at present at
Hagan coal fields and wilt remain
there for a day or two. The party
Is composed of Major A. O. C. Quay,
a son of Senator M. S. Quay, Colonel
A. J. Lester, O. W. Delamater, Sena
tor W. H. Andrews and General Managed W. 8. Hopewell. Hon. Arthur
Kennedy and Oeneral Francis J. Tor
rance were unable to come with the
party but will come later. The party
arrived at Torrance in a special car
over the Rock Island system at 4
o'clock Friday morning and at 8
o'clock they left over the Santa Fe
Central railway to Willard. There
they were met by conveyances and
driven to Antelope Springs, arriving
there at 4 Friday afternoon. The trip
to the coal fields was made Saturday
and from Hagan the party will return
to Antelope Springs for a short stay.
A visit will be made to Albuquerque
and Santa Fe sometime this week.

and Pietz.
American League.
At Cnicago
Cnicago

Examining

Railroad.
The party of Pittsburg capitalists
who are interested In the AlbuquerAlong

1

7

HIS HORSE FELL ON HIM.
Western League
of Bolles Farm Meets
At Denver
. R H E The Manager
with a 8erlous Accident While
7
4
7
Denver
Riding After Cattle.
4
8 10
Kansas City
Harry C. Harris, lately come from
Batteries: Lempke and Latimer; Ca
Colorado Springs to accept the posiMe and Messitt.
tion of manager of the Bolles farm,
R H E at Otis, had the misfortune to have
At Colorado Springs
4 his horse fall on him, Injuring him
4 10
St. Joseph
3 seriously. If not fatally.
5 14
Colorado Springs
It seems that he was riding after
Batteries: Chinn and C.arvin; Ville-ma- n
cattle, and his horse stepped in a
and Doran.
prairie dog hole and fell with the
R H E unfortunate rider, rolling completely
At Omaha
The man was unconscious
4 over him.
9 17
Omaha
2 when carried to the house, and Dr.
7
3
Peoria
Batteries: Henderson and Thomas; Doepp was summoned, who found
that besides receiving a broken
Wolf and Wilson.
thigh he hail also struck his head,
producing concussions of the brain.
At Des Moines
He had not regained consciousness
1
11
5
Des Moines
up to Wednesday
night, and his
6 10 2
Milwaukee
mother was telegraphed for. arriving
Batteries: Cuchman and Fohl; Seay, from Colorado Springs
Thursday
Kenna and Lucia.
night.
The doctor considers his Injuries
College Games.
very serious, with probable fatal re
At New Haven
3 suits. Carlsbad Argus.
Holy Cross
0
Yale
A Startling Test.
To save a life. Dt. T. O. Merritt, of
At Princeton
No. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling
2
Princeton
teBt resulting In a wonderful cure. He
1
Cornell
writes, "a patient was attacked with
violent hemorrhages, caused by ulceraPhiladelphia-Harvard
At
tion of the stomach. I had often found
6
Electric
Bitters excellent for acute
0
Pennsylvania
tomach and liver trouble so I prescrib
ed them. The patient gained from the
At Annapolis
first, and has not had an attack in four.14
teen months." Electric Bitters are
11
Columbia
positively guaranteed for dyspepsia,
indigestion, constipation and kidney
At Went Point
troubles. Try them. Only ouc at all
9
Amherst
druggists.
3
West Point
A BAD CHECK.
At Manhattan
5 Passed on the Romero Mercantile Co
Kansas Agricultural College
by John R. Crane.
2
Nebraska University
A man giving his name as John R.
6 Crane, dropped Into the grocery de
University of Kansas
3 partment of the Romero Mercantile
Haskell Indians
company last evening about 5:30, with
a depleted larder and a bad check. He
YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
handed a long list of needed groceries
to Hopolito Haca to be Immediately
American Association.
filled, and with an air of a millionaire
At Louisville
stepped out without asking the conIxmisvllle
3 dition of the market or caring whether
Milwaukee
eggs were up or down.
On account of the size of the order
At Columbus
7 and the Indifference displayed by the
Columbus
3 customer, It was decided to withhold
Indianapolis
the filling of the order until the
stranger returned.
Western League,
At Colorado Springs
He came back In a few minutes, and
7 an Itemized statement was filled out
Colorado Springs
7 and the prices were very satisfactory
St. Joseph
to the customer, and In payment for
'
At Des Moines
the bill of goods he tendered a cus7 tomer's draft drawn on the
IK'M Moines
First Nat' ional bank of Watrous, in favor o
Milwaukee
John R. Crane and signed by
A. O. Hadley, per K., dated May 14
At Denver-Den- ver
'.

11

Kansas City
American League.
At St. Louis
St. Ixjuis
Philadelphia

that It was not numbered,
and the similarity of the writing of
the drawee and the endorser at once
aroused suspicion.
The draft was taken to the bank
where it was pronounced "N. O."
Mr. Baca secured the services of
Marshal Curtwrlght who at once Instituted a search for the man with
the depleted cupboard.
He was found in a saloon in Kant
Las Vegas. He was Informed that
the check had been presented and refused, and was asked to make it good.
He insisted that the draft was good,
but did not know who the man was
that drew the check, further than his
name was Edwards. He could not
give a good account of why he should
He
come here to cash his draft.
turned over 131 of the $35 and allowed
Mr. Baca to keep the draft and groceries until morning, when he said
he could make good.
He claimed to have been In Las Vegas for fifteen years, but did not know
of ony one who could Identify him.
Curtwrlght did not arrest him and
he was allowed to go, and It Is very
probable that ere morning he will
put many miles between himself and
his grocery order.
Crane Is a man about 35 years old.
smooth face and well dressed.
The writing on the draft Is In a bold.
clerical hand and bears the marks of
a man accustomed to handling checks.
Las Vegas Advertiser.
waa noticed

Cleveland-Clevel- and

9

SATURDAY'S BASE BALL.

ALHI glTVKQUE DAILY CITIZKN MONI

A 8ure Thing.
said that nothing ts sure except
death and taxes, but that is not altogether true. Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption is a sure cure
for all lung and throat troubles.
Thousands can testify to that. Mrs. C.
B. Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W.
Va., says, "I had a severe case of bron
chitis and for a year tried everything I
heard of, but got no relief. One bottle
f Dr. King's New Discovery then cure- ed me absolutely." It's Intauible for
croup, whooping cough, grip, pneu
monia and consumption. Try it It's
guaranteed by all dragj. sts. Trial bottles free. Regular sizes 50c, $1.00.

It

Is

o

Plenty of Plastering in Sight.
W. B. La in mil cne Albuquerque
plasterer who demonstrated his skill
In San Marclal last year by doing a
fine piece of work on the new resi
dence of Dr. Crulckshank, arrived
here last week and will probably remain all summer. The jobs ahead of
him are the J. N. Broyles academy,
the N!sbet block, Harry Armstrong's
residence, the new house of Chief
Dispatcher Smith, the opera house,
and one or two other dwellings being
planned. San Marclal Bee.
The
Recent experiments, by practical
tests and examination with the aid of
the
establish it as a fact that
catarrh of the stomach is not a disease of itself, but that It results from
repeated attacks of indigestion. "How
Kodol
can I cure my indigestion?"
Dyspepsia Cure Is curing thousands.
It will cure you of indigestion and
dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh
of the stomach.
Kodol digests what
you eat makes the stomach sweet,
bold by B. H. Briggs & Co., S. Vann
&

Son.

For Want of a Nail The

Shoe Was Lest.
FOR WANT OF A SHOK THE
HOUSE WAS LAMED.
Every blacksmith knows that story ot
the neglected nail, the cast shoe and the
ruined horse. In old country smithy's
you may see the legend rudely painted
or chalked on the wall as a reminder
to customers that it pays to care for
horses' shoes, and that a little neglect
may have a very serious result. But the
blacksmith is, as a rule, like the good
deacon, who passes on the pastor's denunciation of his own foibles to some
one else
It never occurs to him to take
the sermon home to himself. The black
smith has for example a little touch of
"stomach trouble." His lood seems to
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NT
YOU-WABUY.
A GIRL,
A MAN,
A WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING.
TO BUY ANYTHING,
TO 8ELL ANYTHING.
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
A

If you want anything on earth,
put an ad in The Citizen and you
will be sure to get it.

gaVSa

tlon and will establish the body in a condition of sound and vigorous health.
" 1 waa taken with Grippe, which resulted in stomach and heart trouble,"
writes Mr. T. R. Caudill, of Montland,
Alleghany Co., N. C. "I was unable to
do anything a good part of the time. I
wrote to Dr. Tierce about my condition
having full conf.dence in his medicine
He advised me to take his ' Golden Med-

DON'T

EXPERIMENT

WITH

Til

--

Grande System

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

THE POPCJLAIC LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

YOUK

STOMACH.

It's a waste of time and money to
experiment on medicines. If you are on
a journey to a certain town, you take
the road that will surely bring you
there. You don't turn aside and experiment on roads simply because they are
roads. The road you follow is the road
which leads to where you want to be.
When
It's that way with medicines.
you want the way which leads straight-es- t
and surest to health
you will follow the thousands who have taken Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery and have been
3TTK
perfectly and permanently

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....
Tha Tourists' Favorlta Rout
to all Mountain Resorts, Tha only
Una passing through 8alt Lake City en rout to Pacifls Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Crlpplo
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prnga, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angelas.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carta on all THROUGH TRAINS

-

1

& Rio

Denver

ical Discovery,' which I did. Before I
had finished the second bottle I began
to feel better. I have used nearly six
bottles and am well."

cured.
" It gives me great pleasure to inform you of the
benefits that I have realized from the use ot your
Golden Medical Discov-

J.

EDbON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Man,
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
8. K. HOOPER, Oen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
A.

fCC00000C0CCCSi

s
ery ' and ' Plessant
' writes Mrs. J. C.
Fink, of Yost, Rowan Co.,
.
N. C " Last winter I whs
so bad off that I thought
it impossible for me to live
until spring. I was taken
lick in January and was in
pain all over. The doctor
was called, and said my
liver waa out of order.
He gave me some medicine
but it did me no good.
I
I grew steadily worse.
could not eat as much as
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
one bite of bread without
great pain, and was so
hungry all the time that I
thought I would starve to
.RUNS.
death. My head ached,
i i
i
. ur
4
my snuuiuers
bcucu,i
was cross. My brain failed
so much that I thought
I
I was almost insane.
lie like a lump in his stomach.
could not sleep rights only a short while
It fer"THE FASTEST EVER"
ments and gives off gases which cause
at a time. Would get up mornings so
him discomfort and uneasiness.
He has weak and nervons, I could scarcely stand
eTOe
a
our and bitter risings, or " water brash.'
In this way I suffered, I think, about two
But this man who knows and preaches months, when a friend of mine induced
City, St.
Memthe danger of neglect in the loss of a me to write to Dr. Pierce for advice,
nail from a horse's shoe goes right along
which I did. His answer was that I had
neglecting symptoms which in scores
indigestion and liver complaint, and advising me to take his 'Golden Medical
ana hundreds of cases are
break-dowI followed the Doctor's
of a physical
Discovery.'
Call on Agent for full information
directions closely, and in a few days I
DONOTHINO DOCTRINE.
could discover that I was getting better
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
System, El Paao, Texaa.
That's the doctrine of a great many slowly. Every day I felt just a little
begin
eat
a
to
little
could
say
I
will
They
go
better, then
indolent people.
"it
away after a bit" when cautioned to "uo
light diet Then I began to sleep a
little better at night and in the morning
something for their ailment
Just
would feel refreshed and rested. Next
imagine a farmer looking over the fence
at the sprouting weeds in his corn and I began to gather a little flesh, and then
1- The Oreat Republican
C-- f
saving "they'll go away after a bit.
2a
I began to improve rapidly. I took
eight bottles of ' Golden Medical DiscovDiseases are like weeds. All they ask
1
Paper of America
ery ' and several vials of ' Pleasant Pelis neglect and they will grow and flourlets,' and I felt that I was well enough The Great News
ish. Neglect the first symptoms of disease of the stomach ana it will not be
to leave off medicine and go to work,
long before other organs are involved,
which I did with pleasure. I have not paper of the World.
because every organ of the body is detaken any medicine since except Dr.
pendent on the stomach and its allied Pierce's Pellets. I can eat anything and
as much as I want and it never now
organs for nutrition. When the. stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrihurts me a particle."
Almost equal to Dally at the price of a Weekly. The lateat telegraphic
tion are diseased the food eaten is
There is no alcohol in "Golden Mednews form all parts of tb World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor-reical Discovery," and it is free from opium,
not perfectly digested and assimilated.
Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matHence there is a loss of nutrition by the cocaine, and all other narcotics.
body; a loss which shows itself in loss of
ter for every member of the family. Vnequaled as a Newspaper and Home
A HOLE IN THE POCKET
flesh, and reduced weight, and that loss
may mean a serious loss of money. It's Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar e year SAMPLE COPIES
of nutrition is shared by every orgau of the same way with a hole in the health : FREE.
the body, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
it may mean a serious loss of vitality and
etc. As a consequence when the stom
vigor. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense MedTHE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louis Mo.
ach Is diseased, the heart is liable to be
ical Adviser teaches how to mend the
involved, or the lungs, kidneys or liver.
health, as well as how to prevent disThese facts emphasize the danger of
ease. This bulky book, containing 1008
neglect of what is popularly termed
large pages, is sent free on receipt of
"stomach trouble."
stamps, to pay expense of mailing only.
Send 31 one-ceThe timely U9e of Dr. Pierce's Golden
stamps for the book
Medical Discovery will generally result in
or only 21 stamps for the
a complete cure of disease of the stomach
hook in paper covers. Address Dr. R, V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
ind other organs of digestion and nutri
Pet-let-
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Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kansas

O

Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.
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TWICE EVERY WEEK
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GlobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR
PER YEAR
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cloth-boun-

IF
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Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
We are now showing the products of
the new woolen mill of this city, and
taking measures for suits, made of
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hundred different rctterns; we guarantee
fit and style. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

c

Look Into Kleiuworfir n.rV"
Sorth Third street He hs the nicest
enfi meats In the city.

A badge

of the
Burlington.

d,

We have ootained the agency for
the products of the new Rio Grande
Woolen mills. Woolens In the piece
suitable for suits and ladies, skirts
and leather suits, now on sale at our
store. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

"For years and years a Burlingtc badge or a Burling,
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-man- ,
brakeman,
or agent, hae stood for all the courtesy and conaideratilon of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City Newa.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.50.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.

Residence, Automatic
Vuiumatic 'Phone No. 516
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

Thone

291

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
. W. VALLERY, General

TRY IT! TRY IT!

A

rent

DENVER.

(ffLOUDCROFT
CD
THE,
SOUTH-WES- T,
LOCATBD XTTSMmoOTC
THS tnLSnMOml mwum
aooo rear Aacnp

The Themometer is

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SAN TA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL CLUB BUILDING

niyner jlllzxll
President Roosevelt 80 in Mexico City

i

otJiuuiii

Says of the Grand Canyon

The President was greatly Impressed with the grandeur and lieauty of
earth's greatest scenic wonder when he recently visited the Grand Canyon
of Arizona.
The sentence above quoted is from his speech on that oc
canlon.
THE PROBER SVMHER
RESORT Or THE GREAT iSOVTMWlST
BEACHED DIRECT BY THE TRAINS

for $75.
7
Mr. Haca accepted the check and
ave him In cliangu $35. Upon receivrent run iNroR maoon. DMcwpnvt
ing his change Crane left the stort LITtlfATUM.tTC. CALL ON NtAtfEST
immediately, saying that a man would COUPON TICKET AfctNT OK. AOUtttSS
9
call in the morning for the groceries.
aASlAuo Nimrnumt jysmt.
3
On an examination of the draft It

n pasO'Nor5Lastirn sxsim
EL-PAfi-

TEXAS.

o
o

o
o
o
o

s

o
This "Parts of Latin America" la altuated over all thousand feet o
above the level of the aea, and the beat of the lower altitudes la never oo
experienced.
Aiu.ough not Generally known summer la the very o
best ot aeasona to visit the Land of Mafiana,"
o
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so o
o
cools the atmospaere as to make the evening! and nil a lovely.
p
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cor oo
o
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morno
ings, and the cooling aea breeiea of day, one becomes ao entranced
o
with 'he beauty of thla country as to never forget his trip nnder
o
"The White Umbrella."

"Keep it for your children, and your children's children, and all who
come after you, as one of the great sights for Americana to see."

CLOUDCROFT,

o

o
o

If you have not yet seen this titanic chasm, why not go there this
summer? Low rates on the Santa Ke to Grand Canyon and California.
Free Ixuik, "Titan of Chasms," for the asking.

flie Mexican Central

k
K

Is prepared ti turn
points in Mexico.

F. L. Myers, Ticket Agent, Albuquerque

SANTA

rE ALL

THE WAY

&

'h

you with

W. D. MUHDOCK,
a. u. K r. A., mexuo

thr best of accommodations
Call on or address,

W. 5. MEAD,

j. a.,

0,1 1

u.

to

.i

C. R. HUDSON,
.
f. A.,MexiCO.

u.

e

to
to

g
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SOCORRO.

From the Chieftain.
Tent City, Coronado Brarb, Callfi rnla.
Charley, son of Mayor and Mrs. M.
recovering
rapidly from a
Cooney, Is
severe spell of sickness.
y
Mrs. Susan Swisher, mother of Dr.
v
r
To lie tired out from hard work or bodily
Edwin Swisher. Is suffering from a se
exercise is natural and rest is the remedy, but
vere attack of the grippe.
there is an exhaustion without physical exer
Prof. Charles T. Lincoln left for Bos
never-restea
wearileeiing
tion and a tired,
ton.
He will return on or liefore the
in
ness without work that is unnatural and shows
September with a bride.
of
first
nnme serious disorder is threatening the health. One of the chief causes of
Joya
was called to
Dr.
Swisher
never-restecondition is impure iina and baa circuthat "Always-tired- ,
on Monday afternoon to attend a son
of
rich,
blood
is
lack
pure
with
there
is
body
nourished
the
Unless
lation.
In the World
Calif or nlM't Bummer CHmatm Im
of Don Matlas Contreras. The young
nervous force, the
antm
Trip
on
Fo
I .uffro.J with general debility. man Is suffering from appendicitis.
Cool
tho
r0rovarfourrar8
cleS become weak, tue ul- oauaina; a. thorough brekin(cdon ol my nytem. Mr
Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
Proroplo Sanches was brought beWOO h1 been hem titer! bv 8. P. 8., toltt m
gestion impairea, And oouiln.
am, u oureJ me j henn,ly
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer inu
j
tn
Bbout
a
charge
on
rape
of
Judge
Green
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The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices, g
Mail orders for
custo-

out-of-to-

Oanyomi
Of Arizona

One lilsnute Cough Cure

mers given special

attention.

black-and-whit-

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
miainj, rail estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

very carefully
drawn, and are is- sued by authority.

So

JOHN HART

J.
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Type Faces
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H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
"pamphlets, etc.
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Ocean
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We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form g
jhist an vnii
j want. It
and let us give you
our estimate. :
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Book
Binding
Books, magazines,
pamphlets, ca t a
logues, etc., bound
inj any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
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(Local Happenings
W. C. Leonard, of Los Angeles, is In
the city greeting old friends.
Mrs. Henry Gleaaon entertained over
Sunday her two sisters from Beien.
Captain A. B. Fitch's son, Alliert,
from Magdalena, spent Sunday here.
E. V. Chaves, who was at Santa Fe,
on legal matters, has returned to the
city.
Prof. A. S. Bundy, superintendent o.
the public school of Madrid, was in
the city Sunday.
Her. T. C. Beattle left today for tht
Presbyterian general assembly to be

Always

Attractive

With a pair of our low shoes
on your feet you may be sure
to have the best in style, fit
and quality.
DONOOLA, M'KAY SEWED
$1.50, $1.65

VICI KID, HAND TURN
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00

VICI KID. FRENCH HEELS
2.50, $3.00

VICI KID, EXTENSION

SOLES

$2.25, $2.75

PATENT KID, WELT SOLES
$3.00

PATENT KID, HAND TURN
(French or Cuban Heels)
$3.50

ooooooo
which Is to your liking? Perhaps you
like both one for breakfast ana dinner: the other for luuncheon or supper
In either case we are bound to suit you
because there's no better tea or coffee
in town at thn prices we ask. All we
ask la a trial.

F. F. TB OTTER
Successor to J. L. Bell A Co.

u.

a

n, oinunu

ouno,

UNDERTAKERS
License

UK,

Colorado State Hoard
of Health,

Prompt and Careful

Service

118

and 120 South Second

St

First Street NaUtorlum.
The First street natatorlum
1b
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10
p. m. Ladies and gentlemen will find
this resort first class In all Its appointments. Tuesday nights will be reserved
for private parties if engaged on or before the previous Saturday. For terms
apply at tho office.

Woman's Exchange removal sale
For the next ten days we will sell our
North Second St
health foods at reduced rates.
Two packages Malta Vita
BOTH PHONES.
25c
Two packages Granola
25c
Caramel Cereal, 1 package
15c
Graham Crackers, 2 boxes
25c
MONEY TO LOAN
Fruit crackers, 2 boxes
35c
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
Other foods in proportion.
good security; also household goods Woman's Exchange, 823 South Second
stored with me; strictly confidential.
street.
Highest rash price paid for household
If you need screenwork have It done
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue. by the Phoenix Dlanlng mill, Gold avenue.
,
o
BREAD, CAKE8, PIE8.
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per
Home maae oread, canes and pies, pound.
Blanchard Meat & Supply
fresh from the oven every day. Brown company.
bread ar.d baked beans, Yankee styla,
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
If you need screenwork have It done
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1616 by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold aveSouth Second street, Bell 'Phone 113. nue.
OFFICE,

CHAPEL

AND

PARLORS

201-21-

'

Square Piano.
If you do not feel able to purchase a
new upright piano tor your children to
learn on, why not purchase a good
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
We will take It back in exchange for
a new upright any time within one
year. See us about it.
A

Do you want a piano? If so call at
& Learnard 'e. that Is about all

Hall

that is necessary.

Is your boy particularly hard on his
Do you want something
footwear?
that will stand the racket, look neat
and at the same time does not cost
a fortune? Try our "Pine Knot" shoes.
Their name fits their capacity for hard
wear. 13 to 2. $1.50; 2H to 54, $1.75;
at C. May's popular priced shoe store,
208 West Railroad avenue.
If v"u

Hall & Leanard keep all theU' pianos
in tune free for one year and will make
every promise and guarantee good.
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied
customers, which Is worth considering
when about t) place your order for a
piano.
For Sale.

We now have a number or square
pianos on hand ail of which must be

sold to make room for new stock.

If

you want a bargain see Hall & Learn- rd about It.
o

For Sale.
Complete contractors' outfit, 20 head
horses, single and double harness, wa
gons, carts, scrapers, etc. Enquire of
Margaret Monahan, administratrix, at
Ruby house.

'"ant to know what stylish men will wear this
to see Stein Block nobby cloths."

8ee".

ask

J

Harry Huck, the young man who
suddenly disappeared a few weeks ago
from the Alvarado. has been located,
and Is herding cattle on the Diamond
A ranch in Grant county, near Whitewater. This Is one of the ranches of
the Victoria Land ami Cattle company,
and the local manager Is W. H. Greer,
of Deming. Huck is reported to be In
pretty fair health has discarded the
cigarette and now uses a cob pipe and
as soon as he gets over his excessive
nervousness, his rich Chicago relatives
will no doubt take him back into the

and business trip to Brooklyn, N. Y., has returned to the city.
He visited the Mergenthaler linotype
factory and greatly admired the latest
Improved machines, two of them having been Installed In The Citizen office
some time ago, and they set. besides
the body type of the paper, the head
lines, small pica, Italics, etc. Owing
to his short stay, only a couple ot
weeks, Mr. Hoping did not take a post
graduate course as a linotype

To the Public.
This Is to certify that the firm of
O. W. Strong & Sons has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent, O.
W. Strong retiring, and the business
being cont'ntU'd by H. O. & F. H.
Strong under the firm name of O. W.
Strong's Sons. The new firm will colfold.
lect all accounts and pay all bills.
held In Ixs Angeles.
O. W. STRONG,
J. H. O'RIelly, district manager of
H. O. STRONG.
W. W. Risdon, who has connected the Washington Life Insurance comF. H. STRONG.
himself with life Insurance here, is In pany, returned yesterday from an exo
the city from Gallup.
tended trip to southern Arizona. He
Beginning Monday May 25th, our
Mrs. J. A. Hubii8, after a sojourning spent a short time at the busy town of store will close at 6 p. m. every eve- of several weeks in southern Califor- uisi.ee, wnicn, as Mr. u Kieuy puis ii, nng exceDt Saturday and pay day
Is a mighty good town.
nia, has returned to the city.
Mines are be- nights.
SIMON STERN,
James Graham McNary, editor ol ing opened there most every day and
The Railroad Ave. Clothier.
the Las Vegas Optic, was here last business is good. I! Is bee and the counSaturday, he returning north that eve- try surrounding it is on a boom. MinHear Florence Sinclair Chapln In
ing properties are changing hands and
ning.
her recital at Library Hall. Thursday
prices
being
paid
fabulous
are
for
D. F. Gill entertained over Sunday
evening. May 21. Tickets 33 cents.
some of them.
Dr. B. H. Chamberlain and wife of Chi
cago. They were with the Presbyterian
D. WEILLER ft CO.,
Emil James has furnished Represenparty.
tative Howard with a lengthy list of Agents for the finest brands of all
The stone foundation for a livery names of people living in Socorro kinds of groceries In the territory. The
stable, to be built on WeRt iead ave- county, along the base of the San An- Gold avenue grocers.
a
nue near Third street, is aliont com- dreas mountains, about 35 miles from
We have In union label tobacoes:
San Marcial, who desire and petition
pleted.
Duke of York smoking,
for the establishment of a
A party of young folks from the mail
Suncured Plug Cut,
route
San
Marcial
between
and
city high school and chaperoneg en- - the James or
Lucky
Strike,
Russel
ranches. The
Joyed a hay ride to Cole's ranch FriMiners and Pudlers,
is to be referred to Delegate
matter
day night.
Martin's Navy Plug,
Rodey and favorable
action Is exHigh Court Plug,
George F. Albright, assessor, and pected from tho postofflce department.
Nerve Navy Plug,
deputies have Just completed the canJesse Lewis, who has a sheep ranch
Globe Plug.
vas of the returns of the assessment on
colony land' on the
Fruitvale
the
These brands are all good tobaccoea
rolls for the year 1903.
Rio Puerco. is in the city to purchase
Five Inches of snow is reported to supplies. He says his section of San- and are made by Independent union
have fallen in Gallup last night. This doval county needs rain. He also stat- factories. H. Westerfeld & Bro., 207
morning there was a snow flurry In ed that sheep are not In very good con- Railroad avenue. o
this city, too. This all on the 18th o dition out on the Rio Puerco.
Hear Florence Sinclair Chapin in
May.
F. H. Mitchell, who was an Inmate her recital at Library Hall. Thursday
Misses Daisy and Minnie Prideaux, of the St. Joseph's sanitarium for evening. May 21. Tickets 35 cents.
of Hillsdale, Mich., are in the city and nearly three months, was removed to
s
For
work on guns, typeexpect to remain. They come well his home In the Fourth ward Saturnovelty work call on Albuwriters
recommended as experienced steno- day. He is still In a very bad condi- querque and
Cycle and Arms company.
graphers.
tion, but reports have it that he is
o
Tickets are now on sale for "The
Walter Nelson, a machinist of the slowly improving.
local railway shops, was lucky last
Hon. H. O. Bursum, the popular sup- Dress Rehearsal," the best thing out.
Saturday night, by holding ticket 27, erintendent of the territorial peniteno
Wood turning at the Phoenix Planwhich won a saddle horse owned by tiary, was here a few hours Friday
Mrs. Smith.
night, on his way to the southern coun- ing mill.
o
try.
He will visit El Paso before reLevy
Charles
and wife arrived thlt
For piano bargains call at Hall &
turning
to Santa, Fe.
morning from California, and are in
Learnard's.
A Raymond. A Whltcomb party stopthe city today the guests of his brothScreen work done by the Phoenix
er, Jake Levy. They are en route for ped off Saturday morning. The party
Brooklyn, N. V.
was en route for California, and like planing mill. Gold avenue.
o
James Wroth, who has Just complet- all other tourlBts who stop here are
Screenwork done by the Phoenix
greatly
Harvey
in
Interested
th
curio planing
ed his first year in the University ol
mill. Gold avenue.
California, returned for his summer rooms and museum.
vacation last night. He Is a son of
The artist, Thomas Moran, is now
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Wroth.
enjoying .life at loudcroft, In the San
IVES, THE FLORIST
o
The lecture of Rev. Powell on Jamai- Francisco mountains, near Alamogor- LEMP'S STANDARD
ca, announced for Friday night, has do. Mr. Moran was a guest of the AlAt the North Pole Saloon only. Second
been postponed, as It conflicts with a varado for the past few weeks.
R. L. Baca, a well known young gen street, near postofflce.
church entertainment for that evening. Date for lecture will be announctleman of Santa, Fe, was here Saturday
Teas I Teas! I
ed later.
on business. He represented Santa Fe
Coffees!
Coffees 11
In
territhe
lower
hquse
of
the
late
Owen Allen passed up the road for
Always fresh at D. Weller ft Co.
legislature.
Denver yesterday. Mr. Allen Is a con torial
the Gold avenue grocers.
sulting mining and electrical engineei
Luke Walsh, who left last week for
and was down In Grant county exam Harrisburg, Pa., on acoount of the
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per
ining some properties for Denver cap- sickness and subsequent death of his pound. Blanchard Meat ft Supply
brother, is expected home in a few company.
italists.
o
The river at the Barelas bridge is lays.
Citizen "want ads" bring results.
cutting away the bank alove same and
Ralph Bloom, representing R. W.
there is great danger that the bridge Bloom & Sons, wholesale clothiers of
will be cut off. Commissioner Harsch New York, is In the city soliciting or
MONEYIOLOAN
sent down 200 sacks to be filled wiiu ders for the fall trade.
On diamonds, watches or any good
sand. The people are working like
United States Marshal C. M. For- - security. Great bargains In
watches
rojans.
aker, who was at Anthony, near the of every description.
Ben Devich, the one legged man Texas line, on official business, has
A. H. YANOW
who sat on our streets on a camp returned to the city.
209 South Second street, a few doors
stool selling pencils and shoe laces,
Robert Kuhns, formerly employed in
north of postofflce.
uied this morning about 11 o'clock of the First National lank, will leave
consumption. Not much Is known of next week for Ios Angeles, where he
him here, except he came from Italy. will make his home.
a
a
His body will be buried by O. W.
YOUR SPRING SHIRT
arrangements
The
of
on
committee
Strong ft Sons.
D
the Grand Army post will meet this O
Pretty cold weather for this time ol week to complete the program for
year, but it will be remembered that Memorial day.
about seven years ago, on May on.
The white linen display of R. Ufeld
there was a snow storm and a c61d
Co., In their large window on Rail
rain in the Rio Grande valley. On that ft
road
avenue. Is a daisy. Take a peep
day the Grand Army gave an excurat It.
sion to Fort Wingate, and the excurMr. and Mrs. A. H. Whitney and
sionists were caught in a blinding
snow storm.
May weather is very daughter, Miss Isabel M., and son,
Harold O., are in the city from Boston.
uncertain in New Mexico.
J. H. Long, of San Marcial, and John
The organized labor of the local railroad shops have signified its intention R. Cooper, of Aztec, are in the territorof accepting an Invitation to affiliate ial metropolis today on business.
Everyone who comes to Albuquer
with the Central Labor union of the
city. The machinists, one department que Is struck with the enterprise
of the organized lalor of the shops that is shown by Its citizens.
joined the Central Labor union at a
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, registering
I
meeting recently. If the remaining n....
n I uvue
lunonnla ...mas
nttin nl(v
I i. sn anm
aj..,.miwia,
bvuij should look Just a hit prettier than
unions conclude to affiliate the central land grant business.
any other shirt you wear during the
body will be strengthened materially.
will if we have
R. B. Burns, chief engineer of the whole twelvemonth
There will be no meeting of the Santa Fe was In the city from Los An- the pleasure of laundering It. Not
Central Lalor union tonight, as there geles.
much sentiment about our laundry
seems to be Borne mistake as to the
but we do
C. S. Hall and wife, of Cincinnati, O., work lots of practicality
dates on which the Knights of Pythias are sojourning in the city for a few take especial pains in Spring time.
hall can be secured. The Red Men days.
have the hall for the first and third
Considerable sickuess Is reported
Monday evenings and the Knights of
among the children.
Pythias the second and fourth Mon
The Citizen Is read by the masses.
days. The date of the next meeting
George L. Hopping, who was on a
will be advertised immediately after
Back of Postofflce.
arrangements are completed for the
ball.
W. H. Metzgar. the PaJarlto fruit
OSTEOPATHY NEVER POISONS
raiser. Is in the city today, and It is
The Body I Better Without Drug.
his opinion that the peach crop will be
non est this season, the cold snap ot
Can You Give a Rational Definition of Osteopathy T
last night having finished the work of
Osteopathy Is a system of theraputlcs, based upon a thorough knowlkilling the buds. He also reports the
water from the Rio Grande Inundating
edge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
the low land 8 of Atrlaco, and that all
upon ths body as a perfect living, automatic machine. There are mors
the Indians from Isleta and farmers
defective spines on earth than paupers. Get your spine In good shaps
along the valley from the Barelas
and your chances for health wilt be good.
tobridge to Pajarito will
at work
morrow at Atrisco trying to Keep the
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
water In the proper channel of the
river.
once-a-wee-

COFFEE OR TEA?

.Nos.

MAY 18 IU03

r pleasure

:

Bodily Comfort

Should Be Supreme
WHY NOT COME DOWN AND SEE THE MANY THINGS
WHICH HELP TO MAKE A MAN COMFORTABLE DURING
THE 8UMMER MONTHS.
THE STORE IS FULL OF THEM, BIGGER AND MORE
COMPLETE STOCKS OF 8UMMER TOGS THAN WE HAVE
EVER HAD BEFORE.

Our

men and boys

j j

j

Walkover Vicl Oxfords 93.80
Walkover Enameled Oxfords....

..

.

94.00

Walkover Calf
93. SO
Pin give Patent Vlcl Oxfords.... .

9B.OO
Florsheiin

Patent Colt Oxfords

98. OO
92.

Boya' Oxfords, Very Swell, Sizes
1 to 5.
BO

Boy'

and Me n't

TENNIS SHOES

OUTING SUITS

06.5O to Q1Q.OO

Negligee

Shirt,

all the new pretty elfecte

91. OO to 92.80

Straw Hat, Cruthe and Panama
BOo and up to 9 16.00

BELTS

OXFORDS

HOSIERY

v

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

first-clas-

E. L POST & CO.
HARDWARE
Best Grades..
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
A COHPLETE

LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

ooooooonooanoooooo

oaciooaooooooaoaooo I

ONLY

ONLY

Q2.5Q

WE SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S- -

VANN & SON,
JEWELERS
Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

Imperial Laundry

1

E. L. WASHBURN

ce

are shape retaining, very stylish and Inexpensive, we have
them In all patterns, In flannels, crashes, homespuns and serges,

111

We have just received
a full line of oxfords for

Two-Pie-

in Our Window

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of
t

STARRETTk

N

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

